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ABSTRACT 

A new approach for an accurate heartbeat detection algorithm for 

ballistocardiographic signals using combined clustering techniques (k-means and fuzzy 

C-means) for template extraction followed by template matching is presented, which 

delivered a 99.9 % accuracy of heartbeat detection. Improved heartbeat detection was 

performed using a representative template based on the segment of the 

ballistocardiographic signal containing the IJK complex. A clinical study with 61 

volunteers was conducted using an existing hydraulic bed sensor system based on 

ballistocardiography in order to evaluate the performance of the new algorithm in 

regard to automated generation of the short-term heart rate variability measure LF/HF 

(low/high frequency). Results showed a high correlation for beat-to-beat intervals, heart 

rate, and LF/HF for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for five-minute recordings 

compared to electrocardiography as gold standard. For both sample frequencies, Bland-

Altman analysis showed close agreement for beat-to-beat intervals, heart rate 

estimates, and LF/HF between the two measurement methods at both sampling 

frequencies. Short-term heart rate variability measure LF/HF based on 

ballistocardiographic signals obtained at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz, which is the 

operating sampling frequency of the existing hydraulic bed sensor system, provides 

enough reliable information since it corresponds with a small deviation to 

electrocardiographic LF/HF. Thus, the existing hydraulic bed sensor system based on 

ballistocardiography can be used to automatically compute the short-term heart rate 
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variability measure LF/HF, which can be taken as an unobtrusive reliable prognostic 

factor and general health indicator for in-home monitoring, especially in elder care. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation and goal of the thesis 

As one of the research projects of the Center for Eldercare and Rehabilitation 

Technology (CERT) at the University of Missouri, Columbia, a hydraulic bed sensor (HBS) 

was developed to estimate heart rate (HR) based on ballistocardiography (BCG) as an 

unobtrusive measurement principle [2]. BCG reflects the mechanical vibrations of the 

body caused by the heartbeat [3]. The hydraulic BCG bed sensor uses an algorithm to 

estimate HR on a beat-to-beat interval duration, which in principle could also be used 

for heart rate variability (HRV) analysis. 

HRV is the variation of the beat-to-beat interval duration in milliseconds usually 

measured with electrocardiography (ECG). It reflects the status of the autonomic 

nervous system (ANS). HRV and changes in HRV are a known risk factor for mortality in 

both healthy and patient populations as well as an early warning system, and a stress 

and fitness indicator [4, 5]. 

The goal of this work was to develop and implement a reliable algorithm for BCG 

short-term HRV analysis into the existing hydraulic bed sensor system, which then could 

be used in the future to observe a possible correlation between the kinetic of short-

term HRV measures and the general health status in elder care.  

1.2 Contribution of the thesis 

There are many techniques proposed to perform heartbeat detection in BCG 

signals. A promising approach consists in using a template matching method; however, 
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it requires accurate determination of a representative template of the heartbeat signals. 

There are different ways to obtain a reliable template, which mainly rely on a good 

segmentation technique of the BCG recordings to extract the aggregates for the 

template. 

This work presents an innovative approach for a robust heartbeat detection 

combining template extraction using clustering techniques and template matching in 

BCG signals captured from a hydraulic bed sensor.  

This new approach represents an improvement over the existing solution as it 

enhances the capability of the hydraulic BCG bed sensor to perform HR estimation by 

measuring beat-to-beat interval lengths more accurately. Accurate measurement of the 

beat-to-beat interval lengths is essential for HRV analysis. By improving the accuracy of 

the heartbeat detection algorithm, resulting beat-to-beat interval lengths can then be 

used for HR estimation and HRV analysis. This work also evaluates the impact of 

different sampling frequencies (2 kHz and 100 Hz) on the HRV frequency-domain 

analysis, since 100 Hz is the operating sampling frequency of the existing HBS.  

Thus far, the HBS has been used to monitor unobtrusively vital signs like heart 

and respiration rate of residents in TigerPlace [6]. By adding the improved beat-to-beat 

interval length measurement provided by the developed algorithms, the HBS could be 

used as an additional unobtrusive screening system for monitoring the general health 

status especially of older adults, allowing early detection of health changes over time. In 

this context, the additional HRV feature could transform the HBS into an interesting 

early warning system [5].  
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In addition, there is quite clear evidence that preventive measures will result in 

increasing HRV, which again could be used to motivate elderly even more. Taking this 

into consideration, a HBS that provides HRV measures could be a worthwhile tool for 

general practitioners and other medical staff working preventively [4]. 

Sleep problems are correlated with a significant higher risk of falls in elderly [7, 

8]. Investigation of sleep quality and sleep disorders using in-home sensors is mainly 

based on HRV, which is estimated from HR, respiration rate and limb movements, all 

elements, which are captured by the HBS. Implementation of an additional HRV feature 

into the HBS system could therefore allow the use of this sensor system as an 

unobtrusive sleep monitor. The potential of such a bed sensor system has to be 

demonstrated by further studies, as sleep monitoring is beyond the scope of this work.  

A reduced HRV is a powerful and independent predictor of an adverse prognosis 

in patients with heart disease and in the general population [4, 5]. Incorporating the 

automated estimation of this additional health information into the existing HBS system 

by improving the heartbeat detection algorithm and implementing the HRV analysis 

could provide a great benefit in the long-term in-home monitoring especially in elder 

care.  
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2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 In-home monitoring of elderly 

One particular group that can greatly benefit from the advances in sensing 

technology at home is older adults. As the population grows older, health experts are 

working to support the concept of aging in place. There is an increasing interest in 

unobtrusive and continuous monitoring of vital signs such as HR at home (home and 

elder care), long-term care settings, and stationary care in hospitals. The Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention define aging in place as “the ability to live in one’s own 

home and community safely, independently, and comfortably, regardless of age, 

income, or ability level.” [9]. 

2.1.1 TigerPlace Eldercare 

TigerPlace, named after the University of Missouri mascot, is an independent 

living facility located in Columbia, Missouri, United States of America. It offers 

maintenance-free living for older adults, who are looking for a balance between 

independence and security, by improving care delivery methods, evaluating new 

interventions to improve physical and cognitive function, and developing technologies 

to enhance aging in place. In 2013, a hydraulic bed sensor (HBS) was incorporated as 

one of the sensor components of the sensor networks currently in use at TigerPlace, as 

part of the ongoing research in early recognition of health status changes by detecting 

changes in the sensor data patterns [6].  
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2.1.2 Hydraulic bed sensor 

The hydraulic bed sensor (HBS) was designed to be installed under a bed 

mattress with a flat profile making it imperceptible to a person lying on the mattress, 

thereby addressing comfort and ease of use [2]. It operates at a sampling rate of 100 Hz. 

The HBS system (see Fig. 1) consists of the following components: 

i. A sterilizable plastic foil measuring 71 x 66 cm with four longitudinal pockets 

for four hydraulic transducers with 13 cm of distance in between, 

ii. four hydraulic transducers (54.5 cm long, 6 cm wide), filled with 0.4 L of 

water, and each one of them attached to a pressure sensor (MPXV5010, 

Freescale Semiconductors, Inc.) [10], 

iii. four cables connecting the pressure sensors with the embedded system, and 

an 

iv. embedded system that consists of an amplification and filtering stage. 

 

Fig. 1 Hydraulic bed sensor system. 
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The HBS system is aligned at the top of the bed. Fig. 2 shows four typical 

transducer signal recordings over a five-second segment captured by the four hydraulic 

transducers T1 – T4 and a ground truth (GT) signal obtained from a finger pulse sensor. 

Due to the arrangement of the four transducers each transducer will record a different 

signal depending on the actual body position. The HBS uses ballistocardiography (BCG) 

as measurement principle.  

 

Fig. 2 Five-second segments of the bed sensor signals corresponding to each 
hydraulic transducer T1 – T4. Ground truth (GT) obtained from a finger pulse sensor. 
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2.2 Ballistocardiography 

2.2.1 Principle of ballistocardiography 

Ballistocardiography (BCG) is the recording of the vibrations caused by the recoil 

forces of the human body produced by the ejection of the blood from the heart into the 

great vessels and the heart action itself at each cardiac cycle. This phenomenon was first 

described by Gordon in 1877 [11] and was reintroduced by Starr in 1939, who also 

proposed the nomenclature of the BCG waves (see Fig. 3), which is still in use [12]. 

  

 

Fig. 3 Nomenclature of the BCG waves according to Starr [12]. 

 

Early measurements were recorded using encumbering special tables or beds 

[3].   

Despite many research efforts with numerous publications during the 1940s and 1970s, 

BCG never found its way into clinical practice, also due to the development of new 

imaging techniques like ultrasound and echocardiography. 

With the evolvement of sensor technologies, nowadays BCG instrumentation has 

evolved to simple approaches utilizing weighing scales, chairs, beds, and wearable 
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systems [13].  With the increasing trend of monitoring vital signs like HR at home, BCG 

has regained scientific interest due to its unobtrusive and passive sensing nature. Many 

systems are being developed for monitoring of vital signs using the BCG signal, mainly 

driven by the technological advancement in piezoelectric sensors [14] and its advantage 

of noninvasive long-term monitoring. 

BCG provides not only information about the mechanical action of the heart but 

also about HR when measured over time (see Fig. 4).  

 

 

Fig. 4 Simultaneous registration of an electrocardiogram (ECG) and 
ballistocardiogram (BCG) extracted from Inan, et al. [15] (V, Volt, N, Normalized). 

 

2.2.1 Heart rate estimation and beat-to-beat interval 

In principle, every method able to measure consecutive heartbeats (heart rate, 

HR) and the duration of the beat-to-beat intervals, like ECG, pulse waves recording, 

heart tones recording, BCG, etc., could be taken for HR measurement. In clinical 

practice, HR is measured in beats per minute (bpm) and is almost always computed by 

extrapolation (for example, counting the heartbeats by taking the peripheral pulse in a 

fifteen-second interval and multiplying it by four). Heart rate estimation given by an ECG 

or a pulse oximeter device is usually based on the reciprocal of each heartbeat interval. 
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The interval lengths between consecutive heartbeats are customarily measured 

in the ECG from one QRS complex to the next using the R peak (RR interval, see Fig. 5). If 

the measurements are being made for the purpose of studying HRV, it is appropriate to 

make such a choice in order to obtain more accurate measurements of intrinsic 

variability. Intervals between normal heartbeats are also called NN intervals (see Fig. 6). 

 

 

Fig. 5 ECG showing a RR interval 

  

 

Fig. 6 ECG showing a NN interval (RR interval between normal heartbeats). 

 

A heart beat is considered not normal if the heartbeat is generated outside the 

sinus node, which is the primary pace maker of the heart. 
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2.2.2 Heart rate estimation with ballistocardiography 

BCG signals have been intensively studied for estimating heart rate (HR) [2, 10, 

14-115] with promising approaches based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) [16, 94, 116], 

wavelet analysis [35, 47, 56, 114], Hilbert transform [108], cepstrum analysis [106, 112], 

hierarchical clustering to detect the occurrence of heartbeats and compute HR using the 

beat-to-beat interval lengths [39, 100], stochastic models by projecting in time when the 

next heartbeat event is expected [54], adaptive HR estimation method using a reduced 

feature set and modified k-means clustering was proposed [52, 66], direct estimation of 

the heartbeat interval lengths by taking a pitch tracking approach commonly used in 

speech processing [84], energy of the BCG signal [113], an indirect method to extract 

the peak to peak deviation of the BCG signal [1, 110] and template matching [40, 46, 

100]. 

2.3  Heart rate variability  

Heart rate variability (HRV) is the oscillating variation of the HR over time (see 

Fig. 7) reflecting the status and functionality of the autonomic nervous system (ANS).  
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Fig. 7 Recording of the variation of the heart rate over time; bpm, Beats per 
minute. 

 

2.3.1 Autonomic nervous system 

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is the part of the nervous system that 

controls the organ functions of the body, including heart activity, respiratory function, 

digestion, gland secretory activity, organ and vessel motility, pupillary dilation, and 

bladder control. These so-called visceral functions are usually below the level of 

consciousness, and therefore totally or largely independent of the voluntary control of 

the individual. The ANS is divided into two branches: the sympathetic and the 

parasympathetic system (see Fig. 8). 
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Fig. 8 Illustration of the role of the two arms of the autonomic nervous system 
[117]. 

 

2.3.2 Sympathetic and parasympathetic control of the heart 

The heart receives nerve fibers from both the sympathetic and the 

parasympathetic branches (see Fig. 8), which variably contribute to the control of HR, 

contractile strength of the heart, conductivity, and excitability of myocardial cells, as 

well as of coronary vascular tone and myocardial blood flow. HR is regulated by a 

multilevel pacemaker hierarchy system inside the heart itself, leaded by the sinoatrial 
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node as the highest instance. This pacemaker system is under the nervous control of the 

ANS, which plays an outstanding role in the regulation of heart function. Activation of 

the sympathetic system leads to an increase in HR and cardiac output. On the contrary, 

the activation of the parasympathetic (vagal) system leads to a reduction of HR and 

myocardial contractile strength, thus resulting in decreased cardiac output [117]. 

2.3.3 Influencing factors 

HRV is influenced by different physiological and pathophysiological factors, 

mainly by age, gender, respiration rate, circadian rhythm of the ANS, smoking, alcohol 

intake, and body mass index and also by underlying diseases, especially heart conditions 

[4, 5, 118]. 

2.3.4 Applications 

HRV reflects the status of the autonomic nervous system, which is influencing 

among others the autonomic cardiac function [4]. HRV is an accepted risk factor mainly 

for cardiovascular mortality, but is also affected by other important conditions, like 

depression or diabetes mellitus [118]. HRV is applied in the setting of acute care (e. g. in 

the intensive care unit, for the surveillance of local or general anesthesia, during 

functional neurosurgery) and in chronic disorders (e. g. congestive heart failure, 

ischemic cardiomyopathy, aortic valve stenosis, stroke, epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, 

neuropsychiatric disorders, depression, diabetes mellitus) [118]. HRV is used as a 

prognostic factor especially for cardiovascular health, but also for general health 

purposes as a stress and fitness indicator [5]. As an early warning indicator for general 

health, it can be used as a screening and preventive tool, as interventional measures will 
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improve HRV reflecting an improvement of the general health status of the individual 

[4]. A reduced HRV is a powerful and independent predictor of an adverse prognosis in 

patients with heart disease and in the general population [4, 5]. 

2.3.5 Heart rate variability with ballistocardiography 

Compared to the countless HRV studies based on ECG, there are only a few 

studies, which used BCG for HRV analysis at rest [18, 119-124]. Some of these studies 

performed BCG based HRV to monitor sleep quality [125-128]. Table 1 shows a 

summary which includes the type of HRV measure considered in the study, sensing 

mechanism, sample size and duration of the recording. Note that this list only refers to 

the publications which provided graphical and or/ numerical results for any of the HRV 

measures collected at rest using a non-wearable sensor. Information about the sampling 

frequency (Fs) used for the data collection (when provided) ranged from 128 Hz to 2 

KHz.   

Artefacts due to motion and posture, noise, missing and ectopic heartbeats, and 

arrhythmic events still remain a challenge which has to be overcome by improving the 

algorithms for automated heartbeat detection.   

The heartbeat detection technique proposed by [125]  was based on finding the 

estimate of the J-peak by examining the increasing and decreasing pattern of the local 

maxima. Details on the heartbeat accuracy are not available; an adaptive neural 

network algorithm which uses a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) characterized by 

Daubechis mother wavelet of order 9th was used in [119, 129]  for time-frequency 

decomposition of the BCG signal. Fuzzy logic was used for the heartbeat detection by 
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creating membership functions for the amplitude of the BCG and the duration of the 

beat-to-beat intervals [120]. The heartbeat detection described in [122], finds the BCG J-

peaks by identifying the maximum peak of a BCG cycle, which was measured between 

the two sequential R-peaks of the ECG (the sensing mechanism is a weighing scale-type 

load cell sensor that record simultaneous ECG). An interval estimation technique that 

can be used for BCG signals was proposed in[84], HRV analysis was performed using the 

BCG beat-to-beat intervals provided computed by this technique [127].  The heartbeat 

detection algorithm implemented in [128] was based on finding repetitive signal 

waveforms by forming a correlation function of two consecutive signal segments and 

finding the delay that produces maximum correlation. Labview peak function  was used 

for the detection of the heartbeats in the BCG recording in [123] and HRV analyzer in 

the NI Biomedical workbench was used for the rest of estimation of short-term HRV 

measures.  

Published BCG heartbeat detection techniques based on template matching used 

different template modelling procedures: a manual selection of the BCG aggregates 

verified by an expert to extract a template [40], simultaneous recording of ECG signals 

using the R peak [46] and hierarchical clustering for the initial detection of the 

heartbeats as part of an adaptive heartbeat model [100]. The method presented in 

[100] shows a very interesting adaptive heartbeat modelling by processing a single BCG 

signal captured by a piezoelectric sensor placed under one bedpost of a standard 

consumer bed. The adaptive heartbeat detection method based on complete-link 

agglomerative clustering model and cross-correlation and it is designed to work with 
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one single sensor.  Section 2.2.2 lists other heartbeat detection techniques that were 

presented as part of estimation of HR using BCG.  

Over all the short-term HRV measures LF/HF had showed to have the lowest 

correlation, mainly caused by the systematic errors during the estimation of LF and HF 

propagate into the computation of LF/HF.  

 It is important to mention that manual editing (correction) of the heartbeat 

locations due to the presence of motion artifacts or ectopic beats was reported by [126, 

130] prior performing the HRV analysis.   Based on literature findings HRV analysis using 

BCG signals seems feasible. 
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Table 1 Related work, heart rate variability using ballistocardiography 

  
HRV measures 

   

No Research 
group 

Time- 

domain 

Frequency
- domain 

Non-
linear 

Sensing mechanism Sampl
e size 

Recording 
duration 

1 Erkinjuntti et 
al. 1985, [131] 

 
Average HR 

 
Static charge sensitive 

bed 
16 Overnight 

recordings 

2 Postolache et 
al. 2007, [130] 

 VLF, LF, HF 
 

 EMFi sensor mounted 
on the back rest of a 

chair 

6 2-5 min. 
(Cold 

stressor 
experiment

) 

3 Chung et al. 
2007, [125] 

 LF/HF 
 

 Four load-cells installed 
underneath the legs of 

the bed 

4 Overnight 
recordings 

(5 min.) 
Fs = 200 Hz 

4 Yamamoto et 
al. 2008, [120] 

 HF, LF 
LF/HF 

 

 Air cushion of 175mm × 
780mm and 

ultrasensitive 
pneumatic sensor 

7 2-5 min. 
Fs = 400 Hz 

 

5 Pinheiro et al 
2009, [121] 

 

 TP 

 

 Electromechanical film 
(EMFi) sensor 

embedded in the seat 
of a normal office chair 

5 10 min. 
(5 min.) 

Fs = 1.5 kHz 
 

6 Mendez et al. 
2010, [126] 

 

 TP, VLF, LF, 
HF, LF/HF, 

HF/VLF and 
LF/VLF 

 Multichannel set of 
pressure sensors placed 

in the mattress 

11 Overnight 
recordings. 

(5 min.) 
Fs = 128 Hz 

7 Bruser et al. 
2012, [127] 

 

pNN50, 
SDNN, 

SDSD and 
RMSSD 

LF, HF, 
LF/HF and 

TF 
 

 A bed-mounted, 
electromechanical film 

(EMFi) sensor 

8 Overnight 
recordings 

(5 min.) 
 

8 Shin et al. 
2011-2012, 

[18] 
 

AVNN, 
SDNN, 

RMSSD, 
pNN50 

 

VLF, LF, HF, 
nVLF, nLF, 

nHF, LF/HF, 
TP 

 

SDI, S02, αl, 
α2, ApEn 
and SpEn 

Weighing scale 
 

15 20 min. 
(5 min.) 

Fs = 2 kHz 
 

9 Vehkaoja et al. 
2013, [128] 

 TP, LF/HF 
 

 Force sensors placed 
under the bed posts 

9 Overnight 
recordings 
Fs = 200 Hz 

10 Jose et al. 
2015, [123] 

AVNN, 
NN50 

pNN50 

LF, LF/HF 
 

αl, α2 Piezoelectric sensor 
wrapped around the 

wrist 

20 10 min. 
 

11 Yebra et al. 
2015, [124] 

median 
NN, SDNN, 

RMSSD 

LF, HF  force plate 18 5 min. 
Fs = 960 Hz 
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SDI and SD2 in the Poincare plot analysis, αl, α2, in DFA analysis and ApEn and SpEn 
parameters in entropy analysis, AVNN, Average NN interval, HR, Heart rate, Fs, Sampling 
frequency. For the description of the short-term HRV measures in time and frequency 
domain see Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. 

2.4 Heart rate variability measurement 

2.4.1 RR interval time series 

The most convenient and accurate method for measuring the beat-to-beat 

interval in milliseconds is by far the ECG, which is therefore the standard method for 

HRV measurement (see Fig. 9). 

 

Fig. 9 ECG showing beat-to-beat (RR) intervals in milliseconds. 

 

In HRV studies, HR is modelled as a quasi-continuous signal, and the RR interval 

series are used to obtain samples of that signal at more frequent intervals. HRV can be 

visualized in form of a so-called RR tachogram, in which consecutive RR intervals are 

plotted over their corresponding RR interval number (see Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10 Representation of the construction of an RR-tachogram. 

 

HRV analysis can be computed from a long-term ECG (usually 24 h, so-called 

Holter or long-term ECG) or short-term ECG (five-minute recording recommended for 

short-term HRV [132]), by measuring RR intervals in milliseconds, which are then used 

to calculate the different HRV measures recommended for short- or long-term HRV 

analysis [132]. It is important to note that although the same mathematical method is 

used for the analysis of both short-term and long-term ECG recordings, the physiological 

interpretation can be different, that is, they cannot necessarily be considered as the 

surrogates for each other just with a different duration [118]. 
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2.4.2 Sampling frequency and amplitude resolution 

In order to detect each cardiac action (heartbeat), the digitalization of the 

recorded cardiac signal is required. In this sense, the sampling frequency (Fs) and 

amplitude resolution of the ECG recording deserves special attention. 

 Fs determines the temporal resolution of R peak recognition of QRS complexes, 

and, therefore, it determines directly the accuracy of the measurement of RR intervals. 

Low Fs produces digitation noise and introduces errors in the determination of the 

instantaneous HR, resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and errors in all HRV 

measures [118]. Kamath et al. suggests that Fs lower than 200 Hz should be avoided 

[118]. Ernst recommends a Fs between 250 and 500 Hz and a minimum Fs of 100 Hz if 

appropriate interpolation methods are used [4], which is consistent with the 

recommendations of the Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the 

North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology of 1996 [132]. A lower sampling 

rate could be acceptable as [133] suggests depending on the case use, but a minimum 

sampling rate of 100 Hz is mandatory [4, 132]. 

The amplitude resolution of the analog-digital conversion (related to the discrete 

quantization levels corresponding to the analog input signal amplitude range) of an ECG 

signal is rarely a limiting factor in modern ECG recording devices. The commonly used 

resolution of 12 bits is normally sufficient [134]. However, the effective amplitude 

resolution is always less than the resolution of the conversion because the full dynamic 

range of input signal in the converter is rarely utilized in order to avoid signal clipping or 

saturation in the case of a large ECG signal or wandering baseline. 
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2.4.3 Stationarity of the signal 

Most signals from physiological systems are nonstationary, as physical, 

biochemical and physiological processes that contribute to their origins change in time. 

Although strict stationary is unknown in biological systems, partial stationary is often 

sufficient to obtain reliable results. The ECG signal has an almost-periodic rhythm of the 

heartbeat. Over a short interval of several minutes, the ECG waveform is relatively 

invariant in shape and period and can be said to be short-term stationary [135].  

2.4.4 Trend removal 

If a trend in RR interval time series is present (e. g. caused by respiration), it has 

to be removed from the data. Removal of non-linear trends may create a significant 

bias, therefore normally only the linear trend is removed. From the point of view of 

spectral analysis, the trend removal decreases the contribution of the lowest 

frequencies; thus, further analysis is focused on faster oscillations [118]. 

2.4.5 Handling of artifacts 

Biomedical signals are invariably noisy because of interfering signals from the 

body, noise picked up from the environment, noise arising in electrodes and from signal 

conditioning amplifiers [135]. HRV analysis is based on assessment of the variability of 

sinus rhythm, which is the generally regular heart rhythm originating from the sinoatrial 

or sinus node. Artifacts such as missed and false R peak (heartbeat) detection, ectopic 

beats (heartbeats generated outside the sinus node, which is the primary pace maker of 

the heart), arrhythmias, electrical noise (bad contact of the ECG electrodes, motion) can 

seriously affect HRV analysis and thus cannot be ignored. Whenever possible, an 
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artifact-free recording should be used for HRV analysis [118]. For scientific studies, RR 

data containing more than 2 % of artifacts should not be used for HRV analysis [5]. 

2.4.6 Time-domain measures 

HRV time-domain measures (summarized in Table 2) are based on descriptive 

statistics, namely based on the computation of mean and standard deviation (SD). The 

most common time-domain measure is SDNN (normal-to-normal standard deviation of 

intervals measured between consecutive normal heartbeats). Time-domain HRV 

measures are mainly markers of overall HRV and are usually computed from long-term 

ECG recordings. 
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Table 2 Selected time-domain measures of HRV [132] 

Variable Units Description 

  Statistical measures  

SDNN (SDRR) ms Standard deviation of all NN (normal RR) intervals. 

SDANN ms Standard deviation of the average of NN intervals in 
all 5 min segments of the entire recording. 

RMSSD ms The square root of the mean of the sum of the 
squares of differences between adjacent NN 
intervals. 

SDNN index ms Mean of the standard deviations of all NN intervals 
for all 5 min segments of the entire recording. 

SDSD ms Standard deviation of differences between adjacent 
NN intervals. 

NN50 count  Number of pairs of adjacent NN intervals differing 
by more than 50 ms in the entire recording. Three 
variants are possible counting all such NN intervals 
pairs or only pairs in which the first or the second 
interval is longer. 

pNN50 % NN50 count divided by the total number of all NN 
intervals. 

  Geometric measures  

HRV triangular 
index 

 Total number of all NN intervals divided by the 
height of the histogram of all NN intervals 
measured on a discrete scale with bins of 7.8125 ms 
(1/128 s). 

TINN ms Baseline width of the minimum square difference 
triangular interpolation of the highest peak of the 
histogram of all NN intervals. 

Differential index ms Difference between the widths of the histogram of 
differences between adjacent NN intervals 
measured at selected heights (e. g. at the levels of 
1000 and 10 000 samples). 
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Logarithmic index  Coefficient ϕ of the negative exponential curve k  
e- ϕt which is the best approximation of the 
histogram of absolute difference between adjacent 
NN intervals. 
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2.4.7 Frequency-domain measures 

Frequency-domain or power spectrum density (PSD) analysis of HRV provides 

detailed information on the dynamics and the distribution of frequency components of 

HRV and are usually computed from short-term five-minute recordings. The power 

spectrum plot ( 

Fig. 11) displays the power of the frequencies present in the RR interval time 

series. The spectrum is segmented into three regions for the HRV analysis: very low 

frequency (VLF), low frequency (LF), and high frequency (HF), where LF is reflecting 

mainly the sympathetic and HF mainly the parasympathetic influence [5]. 

 

 

Fig. 11 Power spectrum density (PSD) of 256 consecutive RR values in a normal 
subject at supine rest calculated by a fast Fourier transform based non-parametric 
algorithm; HF, High frequency, LF, Low frequency, VLF, Very low frequency [132]. 
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The length of the HRV time series is not a matter of convenience, but a fine 

balance between two important issues: resolution of the spectral estimate and 

stationary of the time series. The longer the recording time, the better will be the 

spectral resolution because it will be based on more data points. However, by extending 

the recording time it is also more likely to run into problems with nonstationary 

conditions. There is no fixed rule, although new algorithms and methods are constantly 

being improved to increase spectral resolution and to overcome stationary limitations. 

a. Spectral resolution 

Spectral resolution of a frequency spectrum is a measure of its ability to resolve 

spectral features in the electromagnetic spectrum. It is the ability to resolve spectral 

features and bands into their separate components. The spectral resolution 

requirements depend upon the application. 

b. Stationary conditions 

A random process is stationary if its statistical characteristics are invariant under 

time shifts, that is, if they remain the same when it is replaced by t + Δt, where Δt is 

arbitrary (joint probability, mean and variance). Most algorithms of spectral analysis 

require that the time series is stationary. This is particularly true for non-parametric 

algorithms. Frequency-domain HRV analysis includes the application of power spectral 

estimation methods of the HRV time series to characterize the frequency components. 

Under the denomination of spectral analysis, a large set of mathematical tools that 

allow the characterization of the HRV signals according to its frequency content can be 
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considered. Most commonly used are the fast Fourier transform (FFT), auto-regression 

(AR) models and Lomb periodogram.  

c. Fourier methods and auto-regressive models   

The two most common methods for frequency-domain HRV analysis are FFT and 

AR spectral estimation [132]. Both are recommended for non-parametric and 

parametric assessments when evaluating frequency-domain HRV measures. The non-

parametric methods have the advantage of algorithmic simplicity and rapidity, whereas 

the parametric methods produce smoother spectral components that can be 

distinguished more easily. If the model order of parametric methods is chosen correctly, 

it can allow an accurate estimation of PSD over a very short window [132]. It should be 

noted that the RR time series are actually an event series and not an equally sampled 

continuous signal. FFT requires re-sampling of the inherently unevenly sampled 

heartbeat time series (RR time series) to produce an evenly sampled time series in order 

to produce the PSD estimation.  

d. Lomb periodogram 

Lomb periodogram [136] does not require an evenly sampled input signal for 

PSD estimation, this means that it does not need re-sampling of the RR time series and 

does not require ectopic heartbeats to be replaced for HRV analysis, which represents 

an advantage with respect to FFT. Lomb method weighs the data on a point by point 

basis rather than on a per time interval basis as in the conventional FFT. Several papers 

have presented results on HRV spectral analysis using the Lomb periodogram [137-139]. 
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e. Windowing 

When performing PSD estimation, the RR time series have to be multiplied by a 

window function in order to remedy the problem of spectral leakage, which is an 

inherent effect of performing FFT. There are numerous window functions. For the 

purpose of HRV analysis, there is effectively little or no difference between any of them 

[118].  

Table 3 is summarizing the frequency-domain measures, where low frequency 

(LF) is mainly reflecting the sympathetic influence and high frequency (HF) the 

parasympathetic influence [5].  

Table 3 Frequency-domain measures of short-term HRV [132] 

Variable Units Description Frequency range 

  Analysis of short-term 
recordings (5 min) 

 

5 min total power ms2 The variance of NN intervals 
over the temporal segment 

Approximately ≤ 
0.4 Hz 

VLF ms2 Power in the very low frequency 
range 

≤ 0.04 Hz 

LF ms2 Power in the low frequency 
range 

0.04 – 0.15 Hz 

LF norm n.u. LF power in normalized units 
LF/(Total power – VLF) x 100 

 

HF ms2 Power in the high frequency 
range 

0.15 – 0.4 Hz 

HF norm n.u. HF power in normalized units 
HF/(Total power – VLF) x 100 

 

LF/HF  Ratio LF [ms2]/HF [ms2]  

NN, Normal-to-normal heartbeat. 
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In short-term HRV analysis, the recording should last for at least ten times the 

wavelength of the lower frequency bound of the investigated component, and, in order 

to ensure the stability of the signal, should not be substantially extended. Thus, 

recording of approximately one minute is needed to assess the HF components of HRV 

while approximately two minutes are needed to address the LF component [132]. 

2.5 Guidelines for heart rate variability  

In 1996, the Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the North 

American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology published guidelines regarding 

standards of measurement, physiological interpretation, and clinical use of HRV [132]. 

2.5.1 General recommendations for heart rate variability 

The ECG recordings for HRV should optimally not have ectopic beats (heartbeats 

generated outside the sinoatrial node, which is the primary pace maker of the heart), 

arrhythmic events, missing data, or noise. RR data with more than 2 % of artifacts (e. g. 

caused by motion) should not be used for HRV computation [5]. ECG sampling rate 

should be between 250 and 500 Hz. A lower sampling rate could be acceptable as [133] 

suggests depending on the case use, but a minimum sampling rate of 100 Hz is 

mandatory [4, 132]. The guidelines also highlight that manual editing of the RR data 

should be performed to a very high standard ensuring correct identification and 

classification of every QRS complex. If automatic systems which exclude some intervals 

from the original RR sequence are used, they should be taken with care as they could 

introduce undesirable effects leading potentially to errors. 
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2.5.2 Recommendations for short-term heart rate variability 

According to the guidelines, a recording duration of five minutes for short-term 

HRV in order to standardize different studies investigating short-term HRV is 

recommended [132]. Frequency–domain methods should be preferred to the time–

domain methods when investigating short-term recordings [132].  
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

3.1 Overview 

Using the existing HBS system, a clinical study was conducted to develop an 

algorithm for robust heartbeat detection in BCG signals to determine accurate beat-to-

beat intervals to be used for accurate HR estimation and HRV analysis. The beat-to-beat 

interval time series recorded at 2 kHz by ECG (RR intervals) and BCG (JJ intervals) were 

then processed by a developed HR estimation and HRV analysis algorithm in order to 

compute HR and the short-term HRV measure LF/HF and generate HRV. After 

downsampling to 100 Hz, which is the current operating Fs of the HBS, the so-computed 

heartbeat intervals were processed in the same manner to obtain HR and LF/HF values 

for 100 Hz. The results were then statistically analyzed in form of a comparison between 

ECG and BCG outcomes for Fs at 2 kHz and 100 Hz. 

3.2 Hydraulic bed sensor 

As mentioned in section 2.1.2, the HBS system operates at a Fs of 100 Hz. 

Nevertheless, it can be used to capture BCG signal at a Fs of 2 kHz, which was the Fs 

used in the clinical study, by simply connecting it to the PowerLab system, 

ADInstruments, used in the CERT laboratory. 

3.3 Short-term heart rate variability study 

A clinical study was conducted with healthy volunteers under laboratory 

conditions using ECG as gold standard measuring technique for HRV analysis. The study 
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was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Missouri on June 6, 

2015 (project number 2002586). 

3.3.1 Sample size  

HR and HRV measures are numerical (quantitative) variables. HR and LF/HF as 

the most representative short-term HRV measure were chosen to compute the required 

sample size. As signal recordings were made on the same individual using ECG and BCG, 

recorded data were paired data. Therefore, paired t-test was selected as the method of 

analysis for paired samples of LF/HF and HR based on five-minute recordings. The 

normal value range for LF/HF and HR is 1.1 – 11.6 [140] and 50 – 70 bpm at rest, 

respectively. Desired power of the test was set to 0.85 and correlation to 0.98. To 

achieve five percent level of significance for the comparison of paired observations, the 

required number of paired measurements N (sample size) was 52 for HR and 35 for 

LF/HF (computed with SAS for Windows, SAS 9.4 TS Level 1M2, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, 

NC, USA). 

3.3.2 Data acquisition 

Four types of signals were registered simultaneously at a Fs of 2 kHz over ten 

minutes in supine rest to assure stable conditions: ECG with three chest leads, BCG 

using the HBS, pulse with a piezo-electric transducer at the fingertip (finger sensor), and 

respiration with a piezo-electric chest belt. The last five-minute recordings were used 

for the further data processing. 
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a. Electrical Heartbeat Registration 

The electrical heartbeat was recorded with ECG using hardware from 

ADInstruments [141] with the following equipment: 

 PowerLab (PL3516/P): High-performance data acquisition hardware 

 BioAmplifier (FE132): Biological amplifiers optimized for the measurement of 

biological signals such as ECG 

 ECG flat electrodes: A set of 3 gold plated, hat-shaped, disk recording electrodes 

 Disposable ECG electrodes 

 LabChart: Data acquisition and HRV analysis software module   

b. Mechanical Heartbeat Registration 

The mechanical heartbeat (BCG signal) was recorded using the HBS placed 

unobtrusively under the bed mattress, which was connected to: 

 PowerLab (PL3516/P): see above. 

Note that in contrast to the single recorded ECG signal four different BCG signals 

were collected, which were later evaluated in two instances during the heartbeat 

detection algorithm and transducer selection process in order to find the BCG 

transducer signal, which will finally provide the most reliable beat-to-beat intervals.   

c. Pulse Registration 

The pulse recording was recorded using a piezo-electric finger sensor from 

ADInstruments [141]. The equipment consisted of: 
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 Pulse transducer (DIN) TN1012/ST: Connects directly to the PowerLab (PL3516/P) 

pod input.  

d. Respiration Registration 

The respiratory chest movement was recorded using a piezo-electric chest belt 

from ADInstruments [141]. The equipment consisted of: 

 Respiratory belt transducer (BNC) MLT1132: Connects directly to the BNC Input 

on PowerLab (PL3516/P). 

3.3.3 Data processing 

All recorded signal data were exported from LabChart to MATLAB (MATLAB 

R2015a, The MathWorks, Inc., 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick, Massachusetts 01760, USA) for 

further processing. In order to detect the R peak locations of the recorded ECG signal an 

algorithm was developed by defining a threshold of all recordings. Correct identification 

of R peak locations (respectively RR intervals) was verified by visual inspection, and 

manual editing was performed if needed (not shown in Fig. 12 for simplicity reasons). 

The detected J peak locations to be used for the computation of the short-term HRV 

measure LF/HF were processed in two separate ways (Fig. 12): 1.) direct input to the JJ 

intervals computation without manual editing and 2.) visual inspection and manual 

editing if needed and then input of the manual edited J peak locations into the JJ 

intervals computation process. The computed JJ intervals were then used to compute 

the short-term HRV measure LF/HF (BCG LF/HF with and without manual editing). To 

assure equal further processing of the beat-to-beat interval series derived from ECG and 
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BCG signals (RR and JJ intervals) and equal statistical comparison between the two 

measurement methods, both ECG and BCG input signals (with and without manual 

editing) were processed using only the HBS algorithms for HR estimation and HRV 

analysis for a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz (see Fig. 12). Variables were assigned as follows: 

First position indicating the variable (HR, LF/HF), and second the origin of the signal 

(ECG, BCG), see Table 4. 

 

  

Table 4 Variable assignment 

Variable Description 

RR-ECG RR interval based on ECG signal computed by HBS algorithm 

JJ-BCG JJ interval based on BCG signal computed by HBS algorithm 

HR-ECG HR estimate based on ECG signal computed by HBS algorithm 

HR-BCG HR estimate based on BCG signal computed by HBS algorithm 

LF/HF-ECG LF/HF based on ECG signal computed by HBS algorithm 

LF/HF-BCG LF/HF based on BCG signal computed by HBS algorithm 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, HBS, Hydraulic bed sensor, HF, 
High frequency, HR, Heart rate, LF, low frequency. 
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Fig. 12 Workflow block diagram of data input, output and variables used for 
statistical analysis (green frames); BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, 
HBS, Hydraulic bed sensor, HF, High frequency, HR, Heart rate, HRV, Heart rate 
variability, LF, Low frequency; see Table 4 for variable assignment. 
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3.4 Heartbeat detection algorithm 

As mentioned above, the J peak of the BCG signal represents the heartbeat 

occurrence (see Fig. 3). The HBS consists of four transducers, which increase the 

probability of capturing at least one series of J peaks suitable for further processing. By 

performing a consistent and robust heartbeat detection on at least one of the four 

transducer signals, error on the HRV measures estimation should then significantly be 

reduced. 

After pre-processing of the data, the proposed approach consists of a combination 

of template extraction using clustering techniques and template matching: 

 Template extraction: 

o Strongest pattern determination 

o Signal alignment 

o Clustering: 

 K-means clustering 

 Fuzzy C-means clustering 

o Heartbeat segmentation 

o Ensemble average  

 Template matching: 

o Cross-correlation 

o Robust peak detection 

Finally, the heartbeat detection was refined based on the interquartile ranges of 

the normalized correlation values of the detected heartbeat. The refined heartbeat 
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intervals can then be used for accurate HR estimation and HRV analysis. Table 5 is 

providing an overview of the proposed heartbeat detection algorithm, which along this 

work will also be referred as: heartbeat detection using a clustering approach and 

template matching algorithm (CA + TM). 

3.4.1 Pre-processing 

The transducer signals are pre-processed by removing the baseline shift and 

applying filtering to eliminate high frequency components and the effect of respiration. 

a. Baseline shift removal 

Same as in ECG, there is always a baseline waveform or underlying trend in BCG 

that is usually of little interest. It is a slowly varying signal upon which the QRS signal 

resides [142]. By removing the baseline waveform, the BCG waveforms can more easily 

be observed to ascertain any anomalies or motion artifacts. The BCG signals captured by 

the four hydraulic transducers show overall patterns that are not intrinsic to the BCG 

data. These trends could sometimes hinder the data analysis and should be removed. 

ECG and BCG signals are sensitive to disturbances such as power source interference. To 

eliminate nonlinear trend caused mainly by respiration (plot (a) in Fig. 13), a low-order 

polynomial of order 6 was fitted and then subtracted to the signal using a non-

overlapping window (size = 4 s). An empirical method was used to determine the order 

of the polynomial (n). Values for n = 4, 5 and 6 were tested on 61 BCG five-minute 

recordings; after visual inspection n = 6 showed to capture effectively the curving trends 

of the respiratory rhythm (or pattern of breathing). The coefficients of a polynomial p(x) 

of degree n = 6 that fits the y data (BCG data) are determined by minimizing the sum of 
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the squares of the deviations of the data from the model (least-squares fit). The 

polynomial p(x) then is evaluated at x. Finally, this resulting signal was subtracted from 

the BCG signal. 

The size of the analysis window (s = 4s.) was chosen based on 1.) the average 

respiration-to-pulse rate ratio, which is usually around 1:4, that is one respiration action 

to four heart actions (heartbeats) [143] and 2.) the assumption that the duration of each 

heartbeat at rest is one second, corresponding to 60 bpm at rest. Normal HR range is from 

60 – 100 bpm [143]. After removing the baseline shift (plot (b) in Fig. 13), the BCG signal 

was used for further processing. Discontinuities between four-second windows (after 

concatenation of the non-overlapping windows) did not show significant distortion of the 

signal and were smoothed out by the bandpass filter. Matlab polyfit and polival were 

used. 
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Fig. 13 Removal of nonlinear trend from BCG signal. (a)  BCG signal prior removal of 
the baseline shift, (b) BCG signal showed in (a) after fitting a polynomial order 6 and 
subtracting it from the signal. 

 

b. Bandpass filtering 

After the baseline shift was removed, a Butterworth bandpass (n = 6) filter with 3dB 

cutoff at 0.5 and 15 Hz was implemented to remove the remaining respiration and high 

frequency components in the transducer signal.  

c. Motion artifact removal 

Motion artifact removal algorithm is based on a two-step process. 

3.4.1.c.1 Data segmentation 

It was expected that high amplitude noise due to body motion artifacts, when 

evaluated in a small window, would produce significantly larger energy values compared 

to the energy values computed from a heartbeat signal. Therefore, in a first step, non-
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overlapping one-second segments were created and the energy of these segments 

𝐸𝑠 after filtering over one second was determined using the equation 

  

𝐸𝑠 = ∑ |𝑢(𝑛)|2𝑁
𝑛=0     (1) 

 

where N is the total number of samples, and u(n) is the non-overlapping one-second 

segment. 

3.4.1.c.2 Energy threshold determination and artifact removal 

The second step consisted in setting an energy threshold, which was based on the 

distribution of the entire data. To determine the threshold value, the largest count of 

the one-second segment histogram of the energy data was multiplied by an empirical 

scaling factor. Trial and error using the 61 BCG five-minute recordings was needed in 

this step to determine an appropriate value for the scaling factor, which was found to be 

five. The scaling factor accounts for the large variation in amplitudes observed between 

heartbeats mainly due to the effect of respiration. 

If the energy signal evaluated of one one-second segment exceeded this threshold, 

then the one-second segment was deemed unusable thus labeled “with motion” and 

not considered in the heartbeat detection. 

Fig. 14 shows an example of a histogram computed over a five-minute BCG 

segment of the BCG signal of transducer T1 in subject # 1002. In this example, the 

energy threshold considered the average energy value for the interval with the largest 

count at 0.75, which was then multiplied with the empirical factor of 5. If the energy 
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computed over the one-second segments exceeds the specified threshold of (0.75 x 5 =) 

3.75, it was deemed unusable and was excluded for further analysis (orange square in 

Fig. 14).  

  

Fig. 14. Example of a one-second segment energy histogram for a five-minute 
BCG recording. The energy threshold is set based on largest count (0.75 Volt2/s2) 

multiplied by an empirical scaling factor of five. The square encloses the motion artifact 
which exceeds the energy threshold and is therefore excluded from further analysis. 

 

Higher HR will increase the energy in the analysis window, but will still show 

small variation between the values, which allows the use of the criteria used for a 

normal average HR of 60 bpm for the threshold determination. The same applies to the 

cases with lower HR. 

3.4.2 Template extraction 

The variation in waveforms of the transducer signals is large. These variations 

are due to multiple factors, such as specific characteristics of the subject (height, 

weight, etc.), position and posture of the subject with respect to the position of the 
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transducers, attenuation of the signal due to the type and/or thickness of the mattress, 

etc. In order to automatically generate a template for each transducer signal some 

assumptions were made based on the observations of the BCG data collected in the 

laboratory.  

a. Strongest signal pattern 

Note that in contrast to the single recorded ECG signal, four different BCG signals 

were collected, which were evaluated in a first instance to extract the BCG signal 

template by finding the strongest BCG signal pattern. The term “strongest pattern” 

denotes the BCG heartbeat pattern which exhibits a prominent IJK complex (see Fig. 3) 

that corresponds to the QRS complex of the ECG [144]. In order to determine the 

transducer signal recording with the largest IJK complex out of the four transducer 

recordings, an indirect method was used to compute the peak-to-peak deviation over a 

small sliding window. 

The windowed peak-to-peak deviation method (WPPDM) presented by [1, 110] 

generates a WPPD signal by finding the difference between the most negative and the 

most positive values of the BCG signal within a sliding window. WPPD is expressed by: 

 

𝑊𝑃𝑃𝐷(𝑡) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛≤𝑥≤𝑡+𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

[𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙(𝑛)] − 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑛≤𝑥≤𝑡+𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

[𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙(𝑛)]     (2) 

 

where t is the time index, n is the sample number, x is the relative location of the 

beginning of the sliding window, and winsize is the size of the sliding window. The size 

of the sliding window was 250 and 25 samples for a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz, respectively. 
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WPPD(t) is then low-pass filtered at a cutoff frequency of 4 Hz. The total energy 

of the WPPD signals over the segments with no presence of motion is computed and the 

one with the largest value is selected. Based on the generated WPPD signal the 

heartbeat can then be identified (see Fig. 15). 

 

Fig. 15. BCG and corresponding windowed peak-to-peak deviation (WPPD) 
signals. T denotes transducer, BCG, Ballistocardiogram. Amplitudes are given in Volts. 
The total energy values over the five-seconds are 3094.15, 1013.25, 233.65, and 594.71 
(Volt2/s2), respectively. Transducer 1 has the largest energy value. 

b. Signal alignment 

Depending on the position of the body in relation to the four separated hydraulic 

transducers, a delay in time in recording the mechanical BCG signal occurs, which needs 

to be corrected (see Fig. 16). Alignment was performed with respect to the transducer 

with the largest peak-to-peak deviation using cross-correlation (see Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 16 Transducer signals prior alignment. 

 

Fig. 17 Transducer signals after alignment with respect to the transducer signal 

with the largest windowed peak-to-peak deviation. 
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c. Clustering approach 

After signal alignment between the four transducers, a combination of two 

clustering strategies (k-means and fuzzy C-means clustering) was implemented on the 

transducer signal with the largest peak-to-peak deviation in order to perform a 

preliminary heartbeat detection to create a template. Due to the large variations of the 

BCG peak amplitudes not all heartbeat locations in the whole recording were detected.  

The technique for identifying the individual heartbeats which will later be used 

to generate the heartbeat template is summarized below, more details can be found in 

[111]. 

3.4.2.c.1 K-means clustering 

A k-means clustering approach with a city-block distance measure was selected 

given the large variation on the recorded BCG waveforms and the need for grouping 

peaks with similar amplitudes. A set of three features was extracted for each peak of the 

BCG (see Fig. 18). A preliminary approach that proposed different set features was 

presented [2]. 
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Fig. 18  Example of feature extraction from the hydraulic transducer signal. Three 
features (f1, f2, and f3) are extracted for each peak of the signal, denoted as “pk” (“v” 
for valley). The squared amplitudes of A1, A2, and A3 are the features extracted for peak 
“pk1”. 

 

The number of clusters was set to two under the assumption that features 

corresponding to the J peak (or any peak with a consistent pattern) will be clustered on 

one of the clusters. This assumption was based on two observations: 1.) amplitudes of 

the J peak are larger than the rest of the peaks around them and 2.) a J peak keeps a 

consistent relation with the amplitudes extracted from the adjacent J peak. Therefore, 

the cluster with the lowest number of elements is the cluster containing the J peaks. By 

using the so detected J peak locations, heartbeat intervals were computed and named 

detected heartbeat intervals (DHBIs). 

The peak detection was done using findpeaks Matlab built-in function. 
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3.4.2.c.2 Fuzzy C-means clustering  

The fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm [145] was used to find the clusters 

with similar DHBIs across the BCG segment. The number of clusters was set to three 

assuming that errors in heartbeat detection (false or missed detections) may produce 

DHBIs with shorter duration (in case of false detection) and DHBIs with longer duration 

(in case of missed detection) compared to the rest of the regular (correct) DHBIs of the 

segment. DHBIs with different lengths compared to the regular DHBIs were then 

grouped in one of the two other clusters. A cluster-merging strategy was applied for 

clusters containing DHBIs with similar duration based on a percentage of variation 

between center clusters. If variation was less than 30 % (largest percentage determined 

from experimental data), the clusters were merged. FCM clustering was chosen in order 

to reduce the impact of errors on the heartbeat detection. DHBIs with a degree of 

belonging smaller than 0.6 (empirically determined) were removed and not considered 

for the determination of the cluster center. Fig. 19 shows data captured by transducer 

T4 and its corresponding ground truth signal (GT), where the DHBIs are marked with a 

green double line if they belong to cluster C1, single purple line for cluster C2, and 

dotted orange line for cluster C3, while the ground truth pulse intervals (GTPIs) are 

shown in a single black line on the GT signal. DHBIs correlate to GTPIs except for two 

erroneous DHBIs grouped into cluster C3. 
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Fig. 19. Detected heartbeat intervals (DHBIs) computed from the transducer data 
and results from the fuzzy C-means clustering. Heartbeat detection (black circles) and 

assignment of the DHBIs to cluster C1 (green double line), cluster C2 (purple single line), 
and cluster C3 (orange dotted line). GTPI, ground truth pulse interval. 

 

d. Heartbeat signal segmentation 

After detection of the J peaks (reflecting the heartbeats) a windowed peak-to-

peak deviation method (WPPDM, see 3.4.2a) was applied to verify the accurate location 

of the detected heartbeat. By using WPPDM and low-pass WPPD (LP-WPPD), segments 

containing exactly one BCG heartbeat signal were created (one-heartbeat segments) 

needed for the extraction of a template. These single heartbeat segments were 

computed by finding the middle points between detections of LP-WPPD signal (see Fig. 

20), which represent the indices in time of the beginning and end of the one-heartbeat 

segment. Prominence (ratio between height and width) was computed for all peaks of 

the LP-WPPD signal. Peaks with prominence less than half of the average were not 

counted. 
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Fig. 20 Determination of heartbeat segments using windowed peak-to-peak 
deviation (WPPD); LP-WPPD, Low-pass WPPD; hb, Heartbeat, t, Time, S, Segment; index 
assigns heartbeat number. 

 

A mathematical representation of each individual BCG signal of the segment is 

needed to build a template by aggregation. Each individual BCG heartbeat signal can be 

expressed as a vector, which can be built based on the time index 𝑡𝑖. This vector 𝑥𝑖  

contains both signal and additive noise and is denoted in equation 3: 

 

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑠 + 𝑛𝑖   (3) 
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where s is the desired heartbeat signal, and 𝑛𝑖  is the additive noise for the 

waveform with the index i, which could represent motion artifact or electronic noise of 

the circuit. 

e. Heartbeat signal aggregation and template extraction 

After alignment, only the selected individual heartbeat signal provided by the 

clustering approach for the transducer were aggregated (Fig. 21) as basis for the 

template extraction.  

 

 

Fig. 21 BCG heartbeat signal aggregation. 

 

Then the BCG heartbeat signal template (Fig. 22), which is the average �̂� of the 

BCG heartbeat signal aggregation was extracted by using equation 4: 
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�̂� = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑀
𝑖=1  (4) 

 

where M is the number of the vectors 𝑥𝑖  and 𝑥𝑖  is the individual heartbeat vector 

with the index i detected by the clustering approach. 

 

 

Fig. 22 BCG heartbeat signal template. 

 

3.4.3 Template matching 

The BCG heartbeat signal template was used to identify the location of the 

individual heartbeats over the whole five-minute recording with the use of cross-

correlation (see Fig. 23). Template matching was performed by using a local moving-

window, which generates a correlation function corr between the BCG heartbeat signal 

template and recorded BCG signal: 
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𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑋,�̂� = ∑ 𝑋[𝑛] �̂�[𝑛]𝐾−1
𝑘=0    (5) 

 

where 𝑋 is the recorded BCG signal, �̂� is the BCG heartbeat signal template, and 

𝐾 is the size of the moving-window, which is the size of the BCG heartbeat signal 

template �̂�. 

,

 

Fig. 23 Template matching process. 
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The resulting cross-correlation function is shown in Fig. 24. The location of the 

individual heartbeats was determined by the largest peaks reflecting the highest 

correlation with the template inside the one-heartbeat segments determined by the 

WPPDM. 

 

 

Fig. 24 Cross-correlation function. Red circles mark the peaks with the highest 
correlation of the individual signal with the template over the WPPD segments. 

 

a. Aggregation and robust peak detection 

All detected heartbeats of the whole five-minute recording were aligned in an 

aggregation with respect to the template. The region with the smallest standard 
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deviation of the aggregated signals was identified (region of interest). In order to get a 

robust peak identification for the whole five-minute recording, the peak closest to the 

center of the region of interest was then chosen as the final heartbeat location (see 

square bracket in Fig. 25). 

 

Fig. 25 Robust peak detection. Dash-dotted line indicates the center of the region 
of interest (black frame) with the lowest standard deviation of the BCG signal ensemble 

(411 signals), arrow identifies the peaks (enclosed by the square bracket) that are closest 
to the center (dash-dotted line). 

 

3.4.4 Refinement  

Refinement of the heartbeat detection was performed by identifying heartbeat 

intervals resulted from erroneous heartbeat detection (false and missed detections). 
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The identification of false or missed detections was based on the heartbeat interval 

length and the normalized correlation (nC) value between the detected heartbeat and 

the template. 

a. Normalized correlation 

After alignment with the extracted heartbeat signal template �̂�, normalized 

correlation (nC) values were computed for each detected heartbeat using equation 6 

 

𝑛𝐶 =
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑥,�̂�

√∑ 𝑥𝑖
2[𝑛] ∑ �̂�2[𝑛]𝑁−1

𝑛=0
𝑁−1
𝑛=0

    (6) 

 

where xi is the heartbeat vector, �̂� is the extracted heartbeat signal template, 

and 𝑁 is the size of the template. nC values range from -1 to 1, where values closer to 1 

show higher correlation. The denominator is a scaling factor that reduces the effect of 

the different energy signal levels of the template and the individual heartbeat signal. 

b. Determination of normal, short, and long intervals 

In order to identify false and missed detections, the heartbeat intervals are 

computed and classified as normal (N), short (S) and long (L). The determination of 

these intervals was based on the average heartbeat interval length of the two previous 

heartbeat intervals (𝐴𝑉ℎ𝑏) and the nC values. The first quartile (Q1) of the nC values of 

the heartbeat detections of the entire recording was computed and later used as 

threshold to discriminate between correct heartbeat detections, which lead to normal 

intervals and false heartbeat detections, which in turn lead to shorter intervals. A 

heartbeat interval was classified as normal (N) if its length did not exceed the ± 40 % of 
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the average of the two previous heartbeat intervals [−0.4 ∗ 𝐴𝑉ℎ𝑏 , 0.4 ∗ 𝐴𝑉ℎ𝑏], and the 

nC value of the heartbeat detection was larger than Q1. The ± 40 % variation was 

determined empirically on laboratory data. A heartbeat interval was classified as short 

(S) if its length was < −0.4 ∗ 𝐴𝑉ℎ𝑏 and the nC value of the heartbeat detection was 

lower than Q1. Identification of short intervals lead to removal of the corresponding 

heartbeat detections. Finally, a heartbeat interval was classified as long (L) if its length 

was > 0.4 ∗ 𝐴𝑉ℎ𝑏. Linear interpolation was applied for long intervals.  

Fig. 26 shows an example of the classification of the detected heartbeat intervals 

and nC values for each heartbeat. For the case of a missed detection nC value was not 

computed. 

 

Fig. 26 Refinement of the heartbeat detection. (a) shows the heartbeat intervals 
classified as normal (N), short (S), and long (L). (b) shows the normalized correlation 
values for each heartbeat. Red arrows in (a) point to a false detection (first arrow) and a 
missed detection (second arrow), which resulted in two erroneous short heartbeat 
intervals (SS) and an erroneous long heartbeat interval (L), respectively. 
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3.4.5 Automated transducer selection 

As an output of the proposed heartbeat detection algorithm, four different BCG 

based heartbeat detections were generated (see Fig. 27). In order to perform an 

automated selection of the one with the most accurate heartbeat detection, nC values 

and normal intervals were taken as selection criteria. The BCG signal with the highest 

median of nC values and with the largest number of detected normal heartbeat 

intervals was automatically selected and the resulting heartbeat interval lengths were 

used to report HR estimation and to perform short-term HRV analysis. 

 

 

Fig. 27 Automated selection of the transducer based on normalized correlation 
values and beat-to beat interval classification (Green square, BCG signal of transducer 
1). 
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Table 5 Overview of the BCG heartbeat detection algorithm steps 

 

  

BCG signals from 
Transducer 1 – 4 

INPUT 

PRE-PROCESSING 

Baseline removal 

Bandpass filtering 

Motion artifact removal 

BCG signals from 
Transducer 1 – 4 

TEMPLATE EXTRACTION 

Strongest pattern determination 

Alignment 

Clustering approach 

Heartbeat segmentation 

Ensemble BCG heartbeat signal 

 Template 

Template 

TEMPLATE MATCHING 

Correlation & 
template matching 

Aggregation & 
robust peak detection 

Heartbeat 
detection 

REFINEMENT Refined 
heartbeat 
detection 

Interval classification and nC 
aluesvlaues Removal of short intervals 

Interpolation of long intervals 

OUTPUT 
Heart rate 

 
Heart rate 
variability 

Selection of the best BCG signal 

 Beat-to-beat intervals 
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3.5 Heart rate estimation algorithm 

HR was estimated using the BCG HR algorithm by averaging the beat-to-beat 

intervals of three consecutive detected heartbeats at a time over the five-minute 

recordings. 

3.6 Heart rate variability analysis algorithm 

3.6.1 Manual editing of the recordings 

In compliance with the guidelines for HRV [132], visual inspection and manual 

editing of the detected BCG heartbeat signals was performed when needed, as well for 

the detected ECG heartbeat signals detected by LabChart (see Fig. 28) before the export 

of the ECG signal to MATLAB. A MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) was designed in 

order to display, analyze and validate the ECG and BCG heartbeat detections (see  

 

Fig. 29). A BCG heartbeat classifier view was implemented based on the nC 

values assigned to each detected heartbeat (see Fig. 30). 
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Fig. 28 Heartbeat classification of LabChart heart rate variability module. 

 

 

Fig. 29 Designed MATLAB GUI for visual inspection and manual editing if needed 
of the ECG and BCG heartbeat detections. 
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Fig. 30 BCG heartbeat classifier view, circles indicate an outlier. 

 

3.6.2 Time- and frequency-domain analysis 

HRV measures were computed in accordance to the guidelines [132] for ECG and 

BCG beat-to-beat time series. Tachogram, histogram, and power spectrum plots were 

generated for both ECG and BCG. 

The Lomb-Scargle periodogram (LSP) was used to generate the power spectrum 

plot. It was performed after linear detrending and windowing (Hamming window) of the 

tachogram.  

a. Linear detrenting 

Linear detrenting was applied to all beat-to-beat interval time series 

(tachograms) by using the least-squares fit of a straight line to the data and subtracts 

the resulting function from the data. Matlab function built-in detrent was used. 

Hamming window 
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Hamming window [129, 146], showed in Eq. (7) was applied to the five-minute 

recordings to reduce the spectral leakage prior to PSD estimation. Spectral leakage to 

nearby frequencies due to the finite interval over which the data is sampled produces 

side-lobes in the periodogram. This leakage is minimized through windowing or other 

mathematically equivalent techniques. The Hamming window provided the optimal 

trade-off between spectral leakage, side-lobes amplitude and width of the central peak. 

𝑊(𝑡𝑗) = 0.54 − 0.46𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝜔𝑡𝑗]   (𝑗 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁 − 1)   (7) 

where 𝑡𝑗   are the recorded times, 𝑁 − 1  the number of beat-to-beat intervals.  

b. Lomb-Scargle periodogram 

Like the FFT, LSP is also an example of a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 

algorithm. LSP is more flexible, allowing analysis of any number of points and a varying 

time difference between samples. Hence LSP is more appropriate for frequency analysis 

of the HRV tachogram than the FFT since beat-to-beat intervals are not evenly spaced 

[137]. 

The Lomb-Scargle periodogram (LSP) can be computed from:  

𝑃𝑁(𝜔) =
1

2𝜎2 {
[∑ (𝑌𝑗−�̅�)𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜔(𝑡𝑗−𝜏)𝑗 ]

2

∑ 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜔(𝑡𝑗−𝜏)𝑗
+

[∑ (𝑌𝑗−�̅�)𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔(𝑡𝑗−𝜏)𝑗 ]
2

∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜔(𝑡𝑗−𝜏)𝑗
}            (8) 

Where 𝜏 (time-offset) is defined by:  

𝜏 = (
1

2𝜔
) tan−1 (

∑ sin 2𝜔𝑡𝑗𝑗

∑ cos 2𝜔𝑡𝑗𝑗
)      (9) 

For time series of N data points 𝑌𝑗 = 𝑌(𝑡𝑗) recorded at times 𝑡𝑗 where 

𝑗 = 1,2 … 𝑁, with mean of �̅�. 
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𝑃𝑁 provides the normalized power as a function of the angular  frequency 𝜔 =

2𝜋𝑓 for all periods tested [147]. The term t was introduced by Lomb (1976) to adjust for 

phase-shifts caused by unequally spaced data. The maximum in the Lomb–Scargle 

periodogram occurs at the same period that minimizes the sum of squares in a fit of a 

sine wave to the data [136, 147]. A fast approximation of Eq.(8) that involves spreading 

the data on an evenly spaced grid and the use of Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) methods 

was presented later in [148], which results in an reduction of the computation time. 

Lomb–Scargle periodograms were calculated using plomb Matlab built-in plomb 

function. 

c. Heart rate variability power estimation   

The power of the signal in a given frequency band can be calculated by 

integrating over the frequency values of the band. HRV frequency bands are labeled as 

very low frequency (VLF, 0-0.04 Hz), low frequency (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz), and high 

frequency (HF, 0.15-0.4 Hz). 

The trapezoidal method was used to compute the area underneath each one of 

these three frequency bands. This method approximates the integration over an interval 

by breaking the area down into trapezoids. For an integration with N+1 evenly spaced 

points, the approximation is given by: 

 

∫ �̂�(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑏

𝑎
=

𝑏−𝑎

2𝑀
∑ (�̂�(𝑓𝑚) + �̂�(𝑓𝑚+1))𝑀

𝑚=1   

=
𝑏−𝑎

2𝑀
 [�̂�(𝑓1) + 2�̂�(𝑓2) + ⋯ + 2�̂�(𝑓𝑀) + �̂�(𝑓𝑀+1)]      (10) 
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Where the spacing between each point is equal to the scalar value 
𝑏−𝑎

𝑀
, 𝑎 and 𝑏 

are the lower and upper frequencies of the HRV frequency band very low frequency 

(VLF, 0-0.04 Hz), low frequency (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz), and high frequency (HF, 0.15-0.4 Hz), 

�̂� denotes the estimated spectra using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram for the beat-to-

beat time series. 

The estimation of the power of the HRV frequency bands (VLF, LF and HF) from 

the HRV spectrum �̂� can be denoted as: 

�̂�𝐻𝑅𝑉_𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 = ∑ �̂�
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞2
𝑓=𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞1 (𝑓)     (11) 

 

Where 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞1 and 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞2 are HRV frequency bands: VLF, LF and HF 

Matlab buit-in function trapz was used to calculate the area under the set of 

�̂�(𝑓) (discrete data). 

 HRV analysis measures 

Average (ms) 

𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
1

𝑛−1
∑ 𝐷𝑖

𝑖=𝑛−1
𝑖=1     (12) 

 

SDSD (ms) 

𝑆𝐷𝑆𝐷 = √
∑ (𝐷𝑖−𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛)2𝑛−1

𝑖=1

𝑛−1
   (13) 
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RMSSD (ms) 

The RMSSD is the RMS of the successive differences 𝐷𝑖′𝑠 between adjacent R-R 

intervals. Referring to the figure below, the successive differences would be:  

𝐷1 = 𝑁𝑁1 − 𝑁𝑁2 

𝐷2 = 𝑁𝑁2 − 𝑁𝑁3 

                                                                      ⋮                         

                                                       𝐷𝑛−1 = 𝑁𝑁𝑛−1 − 𝑁𝑁𝑛 

The root mean square (RMS) is given by: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐷 = √
∑ 𝐷𝑖

2𝑛−1
𝑖=1

𝑛−1
   (14) 

𝐷𝑖  is given in ms. 

 

pNN50 

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(|𝑁𝑁𝑖−1 − 𝑁𝑁𝑖|)>50𝑚𝑠   (15) 

pNN50 (%) 

(
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(|𝑁𝑁𝑖−1−𝑁𝑁𝑖|)>50𝑚𝑠

𝑛−1
∙ 100)    (16) 

Where 𝑖 is the interval index, 𝑛, number of totalintervals and 𝑛 − 1 number of 

interval differences. 

 

Total Power, TP (𝒎𝒔𝟐) 

   𝑇𝑃 = ∑ �̂�0.40
𝑓=0 (𝑓)  (17) 
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Low frequency, LF (𝒎𝒔𝟐)   

𝐿𝐹 = ∑ �̂�0.15
𝑓=0.04 (𝑓)   (18) 

 

High Frequency, HF (𝒎𝒔𝟐) 

𝐻𝐹 = ∑ �̂�0.4
𝑓=0.15 (𝑓)  (19) 

 

Normalized LF n.u. 

𝐿𝐹 𝑛. 𝑢 =
𝐿𝐹

𝐿𝐹+𝐻𝐹
∗ 100     (20) 

 

Normalized HF n.u. 

𝐻𝐹 𝑛. 𝑢 =
𝐻𝐹

𝐿𝐹+𝐻𝐹
∗ 100      (21) 

 

3.7 Downsampling and modification of the heartbeat detection algorithm 

The HBS system records data at a Fs of 100 Hz. Therefore, the Fs of 2 kHz used 

for data recording for the clinical study was downsampled by software to 100 Hz to 

investigate the effect of using a lower Fs for the HRV analysis. The BCG heartbeat 

detection was modified accordingly by rescaling the WPPDM parameters. Based on the 

new computed beat-to-beat intervals at 100 Hz, the ECG and BCG recordings of the n = 

61 subjects of the clinical study were then processed identically as described for the 2 

kHz data. To adapt the BCG heartbeat detection algorithm from a Fs of 2 kHz to 100 Hz, 
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the sliding window size used for the WPPDM, which had a length of 𝑤𝑠2𝑘𝐻𝑧 = 250 

samples, was modified to 𝑤𝑠 100𝐻𝑧 = 25 samples. 

The data recorded at a Fs of 2 kHz was also downsampled by software to 200 Hz 

to investigate the effect of using this Fs for the HRV analysis. To adapt the BCG 

heartbeat detection algorithm from a Fs of 2 kHz to 200 Hz, the sliding window size used 

for the WPPDM, which had a length of 𝑤𝑠2𝑘𝐻𝑧 = 250 samples, was modified to 

𝑤𝑠 100𝐻𝑧 = 50 samples. 

3.8 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed in the following sequence: descriptive 

statistics, correlation analysis and testing for clinical agreement using Bland-Altman 

analysis [149], and results were displayed accordingly. An overview over the variables 

used for statistical analysis is given in Fig. 12. Descriptive statistics were computed using 

SPSS (IBM® SPSS® Statistics Version 23, Release 23.0.0.2, IBM Corporation, 1 New 

Orchard Road, Armonk, New York 10504-1722, USA) and results were expressed as 

mean and standard deviation (SD). Correlation between ECG and BCG results at a 

sampling frequency of 2 kHz, 200 Hz and 100 Hz was assessed using Pearson correlation 

coefficient and their limits of agreement (95 % confidence interval) and bias (mean of 

the differences between the two measurements) were compared using Bland-Altman 

analysis, which is the recommended method to assess agreement between two 

methods of clinical measurement by plotting the means against the differences of the 

two measurements [149]. See equations below. In addition, Paired t-test was used to 

compare two ECG and BCG estimations (group 1 and group 2 respectively). Where 
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paired observations, 𝑥11, 𝑥12, . . . , 𝑥1𝑛 in group 1 and 𝑥21, 𝑥22, . . . , 𝑥2𝑛 in group 2 such 

that  𝑥1𝑖 is paired with  𝑥2𝑖  and the difference between them 𝑑𝑖 =  𝑥1𝑖 − 𝑥2𝑖 [150]. It 

also assumes the 𝑑𝑖′𝑠 are plausibly normally distributed and are independent of each 

other [150].  

The null and alternative hypothesis were set as: 𝐻0: 𝜇𝑑 = 0, and   𝐻𝑎: 𝜇𝑑 ≠ 0, 

the latter assumes that the means of two paired samples are not equal. Where µ1 is the 

mean of group 1, and µ2 is the mean of group 2. 

The level of significance for the comparison was 5%. SPSS was used for the test, 

Table X shows the results for Fs of 2 kHz, 200 Hz and 100 Hz.   

Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

The correlation measures the strength of linear association between 𝑋 and 𝑌. 

The coefficient 𝑟 takes a value between −1 and 1. Pearson correlation coefficient can be 

estimated using Eq. (22), or (23): 

𝑟 =
𝑆𝑆𝑋𝑌

√𝑆𝑆𝑋𝑋√𝑆𝑆𝑌𝑌
   (22) 

𝑟 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖−�̅�)(𝑦𝑖−�̅�)𝑁

𝑖=1

√∑ (𝑥𝑖−�̅�)2𝑁
𝑖=1

√√∑ (𝑦𝑖−�̅�)2𝑁
𝑖=1

    (23) 

Where 𝑋 and 𝑌are two jointly distributed random variables, 𝑆𝑆𝑋𝑌 is the 

covariance of 𝑋 and 𝑌 and 𝑆𝑆𝑋𝑋 is the variance of 𝑋.  

Paired ECG-BCG data 

The data will be paired as follows: 

𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑛 = 𝑅𝑅_𝐸𝐶𝐺𝑛 − 𝐽𝐽_𝐵𝐶𝐺𝑛   (24) 

𝑑_𝐻𝑅𝑛 = 𝐻𝑅_𝐸𝐶𝐺𝑛 − 𝐻𝑅_𝐵𝐶𝐺𝑛    (25) 
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𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹𝑛 = 𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹_𝐸𝐶𝐺𝑛 − 𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹_𝐵𝐶𝐺𝑛   (26) 

For 𝑛 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁.   𝑁 = 61. Where 𝑑𝑛 denotes the difference between estimates for 

the ECG and BCG, RR or JJ , beat-to-beat intervals, HR, Heart rate, LF/HF, Low frequency, 

High frequency ratio. 

Bias 

The bias is estimated by computing the mean difference: 

𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑛

𝑖=𝑁
𝑛=1   (27) 

𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐻𝑅 = 𝑑_𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑_𝐻𝑅𝑛

𝑖=𝑁
𝑛=1     (28) 

𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹 = 𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹𝑛

𝑖=𝑁
𝑛=1     (29) 

 

Limits of agreement 

The 95% limits of agreement are given by: 

[𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 1.96 𝑠𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡 ,  𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 1.96 𝑠𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡]    (30) 

[𝑑_𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 1.96 𝑠𝑑_𝐻𝑅 ,  𝑑_𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + 1.96 𝑠𝑑_𝐻𝑅]    (31) 

[𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ − 1.96 𝑠𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹 ,  𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ + 1.96 𝑠𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹]    (32) 

Where 𝑠𝑑 is the standard deviation of the differences: 

𝑠𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡=√∑ (𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑛−𝑑_𝑖𝑛𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )2𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑁
    (33) 

𝑠𝑑_𝐻𝑅=√∑ (𝑑_𝐻𝑅𝑛−𝑑_𝐻𝑅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )2𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑁
   (34) 

𝑠𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹=√∑ (𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹𝑛−𝑑_𝐿𝐹/𝐻𝐹̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)2𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑁
  (35) 
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3.9 TigerPlace BCG data 

BCG data recorded by the hydraulic bed sensor installed at four TigerPlace 

apartments were used to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed heartbeat detection 

algorithm and the short-term HRV measure LF/HF under unconstraint environments. 

The data was recorded at a Fs of 100 Hz for approximately five minutes. The subjects 

were asked to lie down on supine position and remain still; pulse was recorded 

simultaneously as ground truth using a pulse finger (pulse transducer TN1012/ST, 

ADInstruments) wrapped around the participant’s finger.  

For comparison, HR estimates were computed over non-overlapping fifteen-

second segments by obtaining the reciprocal of the average beat-to-beat intervals. The 

HR estimates produced using the proposed heartbeat detection algorithm (CA + TM) 

were plotted along the HR computed using the CA, HT and WPPD heartbeat detection 

algorithms, taking as reference Fig 11, 12, 13 and 14 presented in [111].  In addition, 

percentage and beats per minute error of HR estimates were computed and compared 

to the results presented on Table 1 in [111]. 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed heartbeat detection algorithm for 

the estimation of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF computed from BCG data collected 

at elderly residences, first the pulse signal captured by pulse transducer (TN1012/ST, 

ADInstruments) at a Fs of 100 Hz was validated against the ECG for all 61 subjects 

presented in section 3.3. In this sense, statistical analysis was performed for the beat-to-

beat intervals, heart rate and short-term HRV measure LF/HF in the following sequence: 

descriptive statistics, correlation analysis and testing for clinical agreement using Bland-
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Altman analysis. Finally, the short-term HRV Pulse LF/HF and BCG LF/HF computed from 

the four TigerPlace BCG data were assessed in terms of deviation and percentage error.  
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Short-term heart rate variability study 

Between June and October 2015, a total of 63 subjects were recruited to ensure 

the calculated sample size, as a relevant number of technical problems were expected 

(motion artifacts, noise, etc.) potentially leading to exclusion of subject recordings for 

further HRV analysis.  

4.1.1 Subjects characteristics 

Two subjects reporting pre-existing health problems after the recording (one 

with a prior heart condition and one with diabetes mellitus) were excluded, which lead 

to a total sample size of N = 61 subjects (see Table 6). 

 

Table 6 Subjects characteristics (N = 61) 

 Mean ± SD Minimum Maximum 

Age, y 29.2 ± 6.1 18 49 

Weight, kg 76.4 ± 15.5 48.0 127.0 

Height, cm 175 ± 8 156 190 

BMI, kg/m2 24.9 ± 4 18.1 37.9 

BMI, Body mass index. 
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There were n = 14 (23 %) females and n = 47 (77 %) males. Nearly half of the 

subjects (n = 30, 49.2 %) were overweight (BMI > 25 kg/m2, n = 23, 37.7 %), obese (BMI 

> 30 kg/m2, n = 5, 8.2 %), or underweight (BMI < 18.5 kg/m2, n = 2, 3.2 %), respectively. 

4.1.2 Transducer selection 

The automated selection of the hydraulic transducer at a Fs of 2 kHz (100 Hz) for 

all 61 recordings was correct in n = 49 (45) instances, which is an accuracy rate of 80.3 % 

(73.8 %) for the correct transducer selection. Criteria for determining if the selection 

was correct or not was based on the visual comparison of the four tachograms 

generated using the data collected for each hydraulic and the ground truth (ECG). If the 

BCG tachogram resembled the ECG tachogram, the transducer selection was considered 

to be correct (i.e. no presence of missed or false heartbeat detections which lead to very 

short or long beat-to-beat intervals). For the cases, in which errors in the heartbeat 

detection were present in all four tachograms, the criteria was less number of missed 

and false heartbeat detections.         

4.1.3 Heartbeat detection  

The number of correct detected heartbeats by the developed HBS heartbeat 

detection algorithm (CA + TM) at a Fs of 2 kHz (100 Hz) over all five-minute recordings of 

all 61 subjects was n = 20218 (20218) for the ECG and n = 20197 (20198) for the BCG 

signals, which represented a 99.9 % (99.9 %) accuracy of BCG heartbeat detection 

compared to ECG ground truth. The number of missed heartbeats at a Fs of 2 kHz (100 

Hz) was n = 21 (20) for BCG, which represented a 0.10 % (0.10 %) missed detection rate 

of BCG heartbeat detection compared to ECG. The number of false detected heartbeats 
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at a Fs of 2 kHz (100 Hz) was n = 42 (28) for BCG, which represented a 0.20 % (0.14 %) 

false detection rate of BCG heartbeat detection compared to ECG. Table 7 shows the 

performance of the heartbeat detection algorithm presented in this work (CA+ template 

matching), the CA algorithm described in [111] and the WPPDM proposed in [1] at Fs of 

100 Hz.  A BCG detected heartbeat was considered correct if it was located between two 

adjacent R peaks; if more than one heartbeat fell into the RR interval, the second 

detection was marked as false; if there were no heartbeat detections found in the RR 

interval, it was considered a missed heartbeat. In terms of number of detected 

heartbeats WPPDM and CA+ TM algorithms performed considerable better than CA; 

which make them suitable for HRV analysis, as they provided a better representation of 

the beat-to beat time series. Note that, the count of correct, missed and false heartbeat 

detections does not provide information on how accurate are the beat-to- beat intervals 

derived from the locations of the detected heartbeats. Section 4.4.1 shows the 

tachograms ( and Fig. 35), power spectrums (Fig. 37 and Fig. 38) and histograms (Fig. 40 

and Fig. 41) for subject # 1002 when CA + TM and WPPDM heartbeat detection 

algorithms were used at Fs of 100 Hz.  Appendix B also shows the tachograms (Fig. B.1 

and Fig. B.2), power spectrums (Fig.  B.4 and Fig.  B.5) and histograms (Fig.  B.8 and Fig.  

B.9) for subject # 1015, which showed the largest deviation for the short-term HRV 

measure LF/HF among the study group.Fig. 52 show the values for the short-term HRV 

measure LF/HF obtained using the WPPDM and the CA + TM heartbeat algorithms.  The 

values for the BCG LF/HF computed for the 61 study subjects using the CA + TM 

heartbeat algorithm follow the ECG LF/HF closely compared to WPPDM. 
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Table 7 Heartbeat detection comparison (N = 61) at sampling frequency at 100 Hz 

  

# Heartbeats (ECG) = 20218 

# Correct (%) | # missed (%) | # false (%) 

Interval [ms] 
(ECG) 905.43 ± 

124.71 

Mean + SD 

CA 16799 (83.38%) |3419 (16.62%) | 215 (1.01%) 1205.05 ± 585.15 

WPPDM 20087 (99.37%) | 131 (0.62%) | 76 (0.41%) 907.51 ± 177.64 

CA + TM 20198 (99.90%) | 20 (0.10%) | 28 (0.14%) 904.83 ± 126.67 

CA, Clustering approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, SD, 
Standard deviation, TM, Template matching, WPPDM, Windowed peak to peak 
deviation method. 

 

4.2 Beat-to-beat intervals 

4.2.1 Descriptive statistics 

Mean and standard deviation of the beat-to-beat intervals for ECG and BCG for a 

Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz are displayed in Table 8. 

Table 8 Mean and standard deviation of the beat-to-beat intervals for ECG and BCG for 
a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz 

  ECG  BCG 

Intervals, ms (Fs = 2 kHz)  919.82 ± 116.81  918.83 ± 117.38 

Intervals, ms (Fs = 100 Hz)  919.82 ± 116.81  919.22 ± 116.58 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 
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4.2.2 Correlation 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ECG and BCG beat-to-beat intervals at a Fs 

of 2 kHz (100 Hz) was r = 0.99 (0.99) with a significance level of p < 0. 0001 (< 0.0001). 

4.2.3 Bland-Altman analysis 

Bland-Altman analysis for assessing agreement between the two methods ECG 

and BCG for beat-to-beat interval measurement showed a very close clinical agreement 

for both Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz, respectively (see Fig. 31) Bias (mean), upper and lower 

limits of agreement are shown in Table 9. 

 

Table 9 Bland-Altman analysis for assessment of agreement for beat-to-beat intervals 
measured by ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz 

ECG-BCG beat-to-beat intervals  Fs = 2 kHz  Fs = 100 Hz 

Bias, ms  0.99  0.60 

Upper limit of agreement, ms  6.79  4.46 

Lower limit of agreement, ms  - 4.82  - 3.26 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 
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Fig. 31 Bland-Altman plots for beat-to-beat intervals obtained by ECG and BCG at 
a sampling frequency of 2 kHz (left graph) and 100 Hz (right graph); BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, SD, Standard deviation. 

 

4.3 Heart rate estimates 

4.3.1 Descriptive statistics 

Mean and standard deviation of HR estimates for ECG and BCG for a Fs of 2 kHz 

and 100 Hz are displayed in Table 10. 

Table 10 Mean and standard deviation of HR estimates for ECG and BCG for a sampling 
frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz 

  ECG  BCG 

HR, bpm (Fs = 2 kHz)  66.45 ± 8.33  66.60 ± 8.43 

HR, bpm (Fs = 100 Hz)  66.45 ± 8.33  66.55 ± 8.32 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 
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4.3.2 Correlation 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ECG and BCG HR estimates at 2 kHz (100 

Hz) was r = 0.99 (0.99) with a significance level of p < 0.0001 (< 0.0001). 

4.3.3 Bland-Altman analysis 

Bland-Altman analysis for assessing agreement between the two methods ECG 

and BCG for HR estimates showed a very close clinical agreement for both Fs of 2 kHz 

and 100 Hz, respectively (see Fig. 32). Bias (mean), upper and lower limits of agreement 

are shown in Table 11. 

 

Table 11 Bland-Altman analysis for assessment of agreement for HR estimates 
measured by ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz 

ECG-BCG HR estimates  Fs = 2 kHz  Fs = 100 Hz 

Bias, bpm  - 0.15  0.10 

Upper limit of agreement, bpm  0.63  0.58 

Lower limit of agreement, bpm  - 0.93  - 0.38 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, 
Sampling frequency, HR, Heart rate. 
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Fig. 32 Bland-Altman plots for HR estimates obtained by ECG and BCG at a 
sampling frequency of 2 kHz (left graph) and 100 Hz (right graph); BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, Electrocardiography, SD, Standard 
deviation. 

 

4.4 Heart rate variability measure LF/HF 

4.4.1 Tachograms, power spectrum, and histograms plots 

ECG and BCG tachograms were generated for Fs of 2 kHz (Fig. 33) and 100 Hz (), 

which were used for computing the corresponding power spectrum plots (Fig. 36 and 

Fig. 37). In addition, histograms were generated for both Fs (Fig. 39 and Fig. 40). 

Fig. 35, Fig. 38 and Fig. 41 show the tachogram, power spectrum and histogram 

obtained  using the WPPDM algorithm for the BCG heartbeat detection proposed in [1] 

at Fs = 100 Hz.  Visual observation of the tachogram, power spectrum and histogram 

plots generated using CA + TM and WPPDM and the ground truth (ECG), show that CA + 

TM is able to better capture the beat-to-beat interval time series pattern than WPPDM. 
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Fig. 33 Tachograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
2 kHz of subject # 1002 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 
approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 

Fig. 34 Tachograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz of subject # 1002 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 
approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 
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Fig. 35 Tachograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz of subject # 1002 using the windowed-peak-to-peak deviation method (WPPDM) 
[1]; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography. 

Fig. 36 Power spectrum plots for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling 
frequency of 2 kHz of subject # 1002 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, 
Clustering approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching.  
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Fig. 37 Power spectrum plots for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling 
frequency of 100 Hz of subject # 1002 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, 
Clustering approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 

 

Fig. 38 Power spectrum plots for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling 
frequency of 100 Hz of subject # 1002 using the windowed-peak-to-peak deviation 
method (WPPDM) [1]; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography. 
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Fig. 39 Histograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 2 
kHz of subject # 1002 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 

approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 

Fig. 40 Histograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz of subject # 1002 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 
approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 
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Fig. 41 Histograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 

100 Hz of subject # 1002 using the windowed-peak-to-peak deviation method (WPPDM) 
[1]; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography. 

 

Short-term HRV measures: average RR (NN) interval (Fig. C.1), SDNN (Fig. C.2), 

RMSSD (Fig. C.3), pRR50 (Fig. C.4), TP (Fig. C.5), LF (Fig. C.6), HF (Fig. C.7) and LF/HF (Fig. 

C.8) were computed for all 61 subjects at a Fs of 100 Hz. Appendix C shows the graphical 

comparison between ECG and BCG HRV measures for all 61 subjects, without manual 

editing of the detected heartbeat locations.  

 

4.4.2 Descriptive statistics 

Mean and standard deviation of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG and 

BCG for a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz computed by the HBS algorithm without and with 

manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations are displayed in Table 12. 
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Table 12 Mean and standard deviation of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz without and with manual editing 
of the detected heartbeat locations 

 Without manual editing With manual editing 

 ECG  BCG ECG  BCG 

LF/HF (Fs = 2 kHz) 1.420 ± 1.478  1.131 ± 1.165 1.420 ± 1.478  1.276 ± 1.287 

LF/HF (Fs = 100 Hz) 1.302 ± 1.225  1.039 ±1.009 1.302 ± 1.225  1.037 ± 1.010 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

 

4.4.3 Correlation 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ECG and BCG short-term HRV measure 

LF/HF at a Fs of 2 kHz (100 Hz) without/with manual editing was r = 0.70 (0.75) / 0.88 

(0.74) with a significance level of p < 0.0001 for all. 

4.4.4 Bland-Altman analysis 

Bland-Altman analysis for assessing agreement between the two methods ECG 

and BCG for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF showed a good clinical agreement for 

both Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz without and with manual editing of the detected heartbeat 

locations, respectively (Fig. 42 and Fig. 43). Bias (mean), upper and lower limits of 

agreement without and with manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations are 

shown in Table 13. 
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Table 13 Bland-Altman analysis for assessment of agreement for the short-term HRV 
measure LF/HF measured by ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz and 100 Hz 
without and with manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations 

  Without manual editing  With manual editing 

LF/HF ECG-BCG  Fs = 2 kHz  Fs = 100 Hz  Fs = 2 kHz  Fs = 100 Hz 

Bias  0.289  0.263  0.144  0.264 

Upper LoA  2.376  1.847  1.503  1.887 

Lower LoA  - 1.798  1.322  - 1.214  - 1.358 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, HR, Heart rate, LF, Low frequency, LoA, Limit of agreement. 
 

 

Fig. 42 Bland-Altman plots for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF obtained by ECG and 
BCG at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz (left graph) and 100 Hz (right graph) without 
manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, HF, High frequency, LF, Low frequency, SD, Standard deviation. 
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Fig. 43 Bland-Altman plots for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF obtained by 
ECG and BCG at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz (left graph) and 100 Hz (right graph) with 
manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, HF, High frequency, LF, Low frequency, SD, Standard deviation. 

 

4.4.5 Graphical comparison of ECG and BCG LF/HF using a 

clustering approach and template matching  

 

Fig. 44 and Fig. 45 show a graphical comparison between LF/HF values for ECG 

and BCG at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the 

detected heartbeat locations. The BCG LF/HF values were plotted from smallest to 

largest based on the ECG LF/HF values. For both sampling frequencies BCG LF/HF 

corresponds to ECG LF/HF very closely, shown by the deviation (absolute error) plotted 

in Fig. 48 and Fig.49. 

.  
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Fig. 44 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 2 kHz for all 61 
subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 45 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 

(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 
subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 
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Fig. 46 and Fig. 47 show a graphical comparison between LF/HF values for ECG 

and BCG at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for all 61 subjects with manual editing of the 

detected heartbeat locations. For both sampling frequencies BCG LF/HF corresponds 

ECG LF/HF very closely. Appendix A shows the BCG LF/HF values plotted based on the 

deviation BCG LF/HF- ECG LF/HF from smallest to largest. Appendix B shows the 

tachograms, power spectrums and histograms for subject # 1015 who showed the 

largest deviation with respect to the ECG. 

 

Fig. 46 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 2 kHz for all 61 
subjects with manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 
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Fig. 47 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 
subjects with manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

 

 

Fig. 48 and Fig. 49 show the short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values 

(absolute error) for ECG and BCG at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without 

manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations. Deviation values are computed by 

taking the absolute value of the reference (ECG LF/HF) and the measurement (BCG LF/HF). 

Note that for 42 LF/HF values (Fs = 2 kHz) and 47 (Fs =100 Hz) the deviation values were 

below 0.5.  Descriptive statistics mean, SD, median, max. and min. are 0.582, 0.936, 0.221, 

5.535 and 0.003 respectively (Fs = 2 kHz) and 0.447, 0.721, 0.201, 3.375 and 0.0004 

respectively (Fs =100 Hz). 
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Fig. 48 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values for ECG and BCG at a Fs 
of 2 kHz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; 
BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 49 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values for ECG and BCG at a Fs 
of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; 
BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency. 
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Fig. 50 and Fig. 51 show the short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error for 

ECG and BCG at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of 

the detected heartbeat locations. Descriptive statistics mean, SD, median, max. and min. 

are 39.17, 34.33, 28.74, 153.58 and 0.28 respectively (Fs = 2 kHz) and 32.34, 34.86, 

21.21, 198.80 and 0.06 respectively (Fs =100 Hz).  
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Fig. 50 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error for ECG and BCG at a Fs 
of 2 kHz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; 
BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency. 

 

Fig. 51 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error for ECG and BCG at a Fs 
of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; 
BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency. 
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4.4.6 Graphical comparison of ECG and BCG LF/HF using 

windowed peak to peak deviation method  

Fig. 52 shows the graphical comparison between LF/HF values for ECG and BCG 

at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat 

locations using the proposed heartbeat detection (CA + TM) and the WPPDM described 

in  [1].  

 

Fig. 52 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and LF/HF for BCG computed using the proposed heartbeat 
detection: CA + TM (blue curve, double line) and the WPPDM (green curve, dotted line) 
proposed in [1] at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects with manual editing of the detected 
heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering approach, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High frequency, LF, Low frequency, TM, 
Template matching, WPPDM, windowed peak to peak deviation. 

Descriptive statistics (mean, SD, median, max. and min) for the HRV measure 

LF/HF deviation values for ECG and BCG using the WPPDM heartbeat detection, are 

0.95, 1.09, 0.55, 4.64 and 0.003 respectively.  Note that for 28 LF/HF values the 

deviation values were below 0.5.   
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Descriptive statistics (mean, SD, median, max. and min) for the HRV measure 

LF/HF percentage error for ECG and BCG using the WPPDM heartbeat detection, are 

67.07, 40.28, 71.04, 300.86 and 0.90 respectively.   

4.4.7 Percentage error of ECG and BCG LF/HF 

Table 14 presents the percentage error computed for all 61 subjects at Fs of 2 

kHz and Fs 100 Hz for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF. 

Table 14 Percentage error of ECG and BCG LF/HF 

Percentage error [%] Mean ± SD Max Min 

ECG (Fs = 2 kHz) - ECG (Fs = 100 Hz) 4.61 ± 6.16 33.64 0.02 

ECG (Fs = 2 kHz) - BCG (Fs = 100 Hz) 32.09 ± 35.11 198.55 0.18 

ECG (Fs = 100 Hz) - BCG (Fs = 100 Hz) 32.34 ± 34.86 198.80 0.06 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency 

 

 

4.5 Summary 

Table 15, Table 16, Table 17 and Table 18 provide a summary of the descriptive 

statistics, correlation, Bland Altman analysis and paired t-test for Fs of 2 Khz, 200 Hz and 

100 Hz.  
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Table 15 Descriptive statistics for the beat-to-beat intervals, heart rate estimates and 
short-term HRV LF/HF ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, 200 Hz and 100 
Hz (N = 61) 

 Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Min. Max. 

RR ECG @2kHz, ms 919.821 116.809 661.673 1235.533 

JJ BCG @2kHz, ms 918.832 117.385 661.663 1235.556 

JJ BCG @200Hz, ms 919.054 116.514 661.667 1235.558 

JJ BCG@100Hz, ms 919.220 116.582 660.198 1235.579 

HR ECG @2kHz, bpm 66.451 8.332 48.686 90.744 

HR BCG @2kHz, bpm 66.603 8.430 48.678 90.853 

HR BCG @200Hz, bpm 66.570 8.315 48.679 90.865 

HR BCG @100Hz, bpm 66.551 8.324 48.677 91.098 

LF/HF ECG @2kHz 1.420 1.478 0.062 7.242 

LF/HF BCG @2kHz 1.131 1.165 0.058 5.163 

LF/HF BCG @200Hz 1.065 1.083 0.070 4.680 

LF/HF BCG @100Hz 1.039 1.009 0.070 4.852 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, Electrocardiography, LF, Low 
frequency, HF, High frequency. 
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Table 16 Pearson correlation coefficient for the beat-to-beat intervals, heart rate 
estimates and short-term HRV LF/HF ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, 
200 Hz and 100 Hz (N = 61) 

Pair  Correlation Sig. 

1 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @2kHz 0.999 0.000 

2 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.999 0.000 

3 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @100Hz 0.999 0.000 

4 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @2kHz  0.999 0.000 

5 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @200Hz 0.999 0.000 

6 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @100Hz 0.999 0.000 

7 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @2kHz 0.699 0.000 

8 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @200Hz 0.691 0.000 

9 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @100Hz 0.718 0.000 

10 RR ECG @200Hz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.999 0.000 

11 RR ECG @100Hz & JJ  BCG @100Hz 0.999 0.000 

12 HR ECG @200Hz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.999 0.000 

13 HR ECG @100Hz& HR BCG @100Hz 0.999 0.000 
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14 LF/HF ECG @200Hz & LF/HF BCG @200Hz 0.702 0.000 

15 LF/HF ECG @100Hz & LF/HF BCG @100Hz 0.754 0.000 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, Electrocardiography, LF, 
Low frequency, HF, High frequency. 

 
Table 17 Bland Altman analysis for the beat-to-beat intervals, heart rate 

estimates and short-term HRV LF/HF ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, 
200 Hz and 100 Hz (N = 61) 

Pair  Bias Lower 

LoA 

Upper 

LoA 

1 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @2kHz 0.989 4.817 6.795 

2 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.767 4.027 5.562 

3 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @100Hz 0.601 3.253 4.455 

4 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @2kHz  -0.151 0.928 0.626 

5 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @200Hz -0.118 0.617 0.380 

6 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @100Hz -0.100 0.578 0.378 

7 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @2kHz 0.289 1.799 2.377 

8 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @200Hz 0.355 1.744 2.455 

9 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @100Hz 0.381 1.639 2.401 

10 RR ECG @200Hz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.766 4.028 5.561 
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11 RR ECG @100Hz & JJ  BCG @100Hz 0.601 3.258 4.460 

12 HR ECG @200Hz & JJ BCG @200Hz -0.118 0.616 0.380 

13 HR ECG @100Hz& HR BCG @100Hz -0.099 0.577 0.380 

14 LF/HF ECG @200Hz & LF/HF BCG @200Hz 0.309 1.629 2.248 

15 LF/HF ECG @100Hz & LF/HF BCG @100Hz 0.263 1.322 1.847 

BCG, Ballistocardiography, bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, Electrocardiography, LF, Low 
frequency, HF, High frequency. 
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Table 18 Paired t-test results and descriptive statistics for the difference between each 
pair of the beat-to-beat intervals, heart rate estimates and short-term HRV LF/HF 
estimated by ECG and BCG for a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, 200 Hz and 100 Hz (N =61) 

 Pair 

Paired Differences 

t 
Sig. 
2-

tailed Mean SD 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95%  
CI of 
the 
Diff. 

95% 
CI of 
the 
Diff. 

Lower Upper 

1 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @2kHz 0.989 2.962 0.379 0.230 1.748 2.607 0.011 

2 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.767 2.446 0.313 0.141 1.394 2.449 0.017 

3 RR ECG @2kHz & JJ BCG @100Hz 0.601 1.966 0.252 0.097 1.104 2.385 0.020 

4 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @2kHz  -0.151 0.396 0.051 -0.253 -0.050 -2.984 0.004 

5 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @200Hz -0.118 0.254 0.033 -0.184 -0.053 -3.634 0.001 

6 HR ECG @2kHz & HR BCG @100Hz -0.100 0.244 0.031 -0.162 -0.037 -3.201 0.002 

7 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @2kHz 0.289 1.065 0.136 0.016 0.562 2.121 0.038 

8 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @200Hz 0.355 1.071 0.137 0.081 0.630 2.59 0.012 

9 LF/HF ECG @2kHz & LF/HF BCG @100Hz 0.381 1.031 0.132 0.117 0.645 2.889 0.005 

10 RR ECG @200Hz & JJ BCG @200Hz 0.766 2.446 0.313 0.140 1.393 2.446 0.017 

11 RR ECG @100Hz & JJ  BCG @100Hz 0.601 1.969 0.252 0.097 1.105 2.383 0.02 

12 HR ECG @200Hz & JJ BCG @200Hz -0.118 0.254 0.033 -0.183 -0.053 -3.622 0.001 

13 HR ECG @100Hz& HR BCG @100Hz -0.099 0.244 0.031 -0.161 -0.036 -3.154 0.003 

14 LF/HF ECG @200Hz & LF/HF BCG@200Hz 0.309 0.989 0.127 0.056 0.563 2.444 0.018 

15 LF/HF ECG @100Hz & LF/HF BCG@100Hz 0.263 0.808 0.103 0.055 0.470 2.536 0.014 
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Degree of freedom 𝑑𝑓 = 60. BCG. Pairs 1, 2, 3, 10 and 11 are given in ms. Pairs 
4, 5, 6, 12 and 13 are given in beats per minute; Ballistocardiography, bpm, Beats per 
minute, CI, Confidence interval, Diff, difference, ECG, Electrocardiography, LF, Low 
frequency, HF, High frequency. 

 

A null hypothesis of no difference between the means is clearly rejected and the 

confidence intervals are a long way from including zero for all pairs. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that there is a statistically significant difference between the two variables. 

 

4.6 TigerPlace BCG data- Heart rate estimation  

This section shows the HR estimation results obtained using the proposed 

heartbeat detection algorithm CA+TM and three other techniques: Clustering technique 

CA, Hilbert transform technique HT, and Windowed peak-to-peak deviation method 

WPPDM (see [1]), which are currently used to generate the heart rate estimates for the 

TigerPlace sensor network visual interface. A detailed description of CA and HT can be 

found in [111]. The dataset consisted of BCG recordings of approximately five minutes 

collected at four TigerPlace apartments (see section 4.6.1). Pulse was recorded 

simultaneously using a pulse finger (pulse transducer TN1012/ST, ADInstruments) as 

reference.    

4.6.1 Subject and mattress characteristics 

Subject and mattress information are shown in Table 19. 
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Table 19 TigerPlace subject and mattress characteristics (N = 4) 

 Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 

Gender Male Male Male Male 

Age, years 91 99 86 89 

Height, cm 170 165 188 168 

Weight, kg 81 64 99 97 

Prior cardiac history None 
A-Fib, Angina 

Pectoris 

Heart disease, 
cardiomegaly, 
aortocoronary 

bypass 

None 

Mattress type 
Adjustable air 

mattress 
Coil Spring 

Memory foam 
combination 
air mattress 

and bendable 
bed 

Coil Spring 

Mattress width, cm 152 96 142 147 

Mattress length, cm 203 187 198 198 

Mattress thickness, cm 20 18 20 20 

 

4.6.2 Heart rate estimation 

Fig. 53 shows the HR estimates computed over fifteen-second segments using 

CA, HT, WPPD and CA + TM along with the reference HR extracted from a pulse 

transducer (TN1012/ST, ADInstruments) at a Fs of 100 Hz. 
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Fig. 53 Heart rate estimates over fifteen-second segments for subject 1, 2, 3 and 
4 computed using CA, HT, WPPDM and the proposed heartbeat detection algorithm CA + 
TM. Note that detection rate for 3056 were 84% (CA), 96% (HT), 100% (WPPDM) and 
100% (CA + TM); bpm, Beats per minute, CA, Clustering algorithm, GT, Ground truth, HT, 
Hilbert transform technique, WPPDM, Windowed peak-to-peak deviation, TM, template 
matching. 

 

 

Table 20 shows de percentage and beats per minute error of the proposed 

heartbeat detection algorithm and three other methods used for the estimation of heart 

rate [111].  Note that CA, WPPDM and CA+TM operate in the time domain and compute 
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the HR based on the reciprocal of the beat-to-beat intervals, and HT extracts the HR by 

finding the fundamental frequency of the heartbeat signal in the frequency domain. 

 

Table 20 Percentage and beats per minute error of heart rate estimates 

 
CA HT WPPDM CA + TM 

Subject # 1 
0.96% 

0.76bpm 
1.38% 

1.09bpm 
0.86% 

0.67bpm 
1.61% 

1.25 bpm 

Subject # 2 
6.63% 

3.23bpm 
9.46% 

4.84bpm 
12.50% 

6.28bpm 
5.29% 

2.49 bpm 

Subject # 3 
4.58% 

2.50bpm 
0.63% 

0.44bpm 
1.59% 

1.13bpm 
1.18% 

0.84 bpm 

Subject # 4 
11.71% 

8.34bpm 
0.59% 

0.41bpm 
5.22% 

3.73bpm 
9.34% 

6.66 bpm 

bpm, Beats per minute, CA, Clustering approach, HT, Hilbert transform technique, 
WPPDM, Windowed peak-to-peak deviation method, TM, Template matching 
 

From Table 20, it is clear that CA + TM performs better than CA for three out of 

four instances, but it does show much improvement over HT and WPPDM. The 

attenuation showed on subject # 1 BCG recording (due to the type of mattress) was 

mainly the cause for errors in the heartbeat detection (lack of well-defined J-peaks) 

which were reflected in errors in the heart rate estimation. BCG signal collected from 

subject # 4 showed significant distortion especially the last 2 minutes (due to motion 

artifacts) and had a big impact on the accuracy of the HR estimation [111]. Note that 

these last two minutes were not considered for the HRV analysis.  
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4.7 TigerPlace BCG data- Short-term heart rate variability  

A finger sensor was used to record pulse simultaneously as ground truth for the 

TigerPlace BCG data. The first part of this section presents the validation for the pulse 

signal recorded using the pulse finger (pulse transducer TN1012/ST, ADInstruments) 

against the ECG performed for all 61 five-minute recordings at a Fs of 100 Hz. The 

second part, presents the evaluation of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF computed 

using TigerPlace BCG data and the LF/HF computed using the pulse signal as ground 

truth. HRV analysis was performed over five minutes for subject # 2 and #4 and 4.2 and 

4.3 minutes, for subject # 1 and # 3. 

4.7.1 Validation Pulse against Electrocardiography 

a. Beat-to-beat intervals 

4.7.1.a.1 Descriptive statistics 

Mean and standard deviation of the beat-to-beat intervals for ECG and Pulse 

from the finger sensor (pulse transducer TN1012/ST, ADInstruments) at a Fs of 100 Hz is 

displayed in Table 21. 

Table 21 Mean and standard deviation of the beat-to-beat intervals for ECG and Pulse 
(finger sensor) for a sampling frequency of 100 Hz 

  ECG  Pulse 

        Intervals, ms  919.82 ± 116.81  919.34 ± 116.67 

ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 
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4.7.1.a.2 Correlation 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ECG and Pulse beat-to-beat intervals at a 

Fs 100 Hz was r = 0.99 with a significance level of p < 0.0001. 

4.7.1.a.3 Bland-Altman analysis 

Bland-Altman analysis for assessing agreement between the two methods ECG 

and Pulse for beat-to-beat interval measurement showed a very close clinical agreement 

for Fs 100 Hz (see Fig. 54). Bias (mean), upper and lower limits of agreement are shown 

in Table 22. 

 

Table 22 Bland-Altman analysis for assessment of agreement for beat-to-beat intervals 
measured by ECG and Pulse (finger sensor) for a sampling frequency of 100 Hz 

ECG-Pulse beat-to-beat intervals   Fs = 100 Hz 

Bias, ms   0.60 

Upper limit of agreement, ms   4.45 

Lower limit of agreement, ms   -3.25 

ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 
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Fig. 54 Bland-Altman plots for beat-to-beat intervals obtained by ECG and Pulse 
(finger sensor) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz; ECG, Electrocardiography, SD, 
Standard deviation. 

b. Heart rate estimates 

4.7.1.b.1 Descriptive statistics 

Mean and standard deviation of HR estimates for ECG and Pulse for a Fs 100 Hz 

are displayed in Table 23 . 

Table 23 Mean and standard deviation of HR estimates for ECG and Pulse (finger sensor) 
for a sampling frequency of 100 Hz 

  ECG  Pulse 

HR, bpm (Fs = 100 Hz)  66.45 ± 8.33  66.73 ± 8.35 

ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 
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4.7.1.b.2 Correlation 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ECG and Pulse HR estimates at 100 Hz was 

r = 0.99 with a significance level of p < 0.0001. 

 

4.7.1.b.3 Bland-Altman analysis 

Bland-Altman analysis for assessing agreement between the two methods ECG 

and Pulse for HR estimates showed a very close clinical agreement for Fs 100 Hz (see 

Fig. 55). Bias (mean), upper and lower limits of agreement are shown in Table 24. 

 

Table 24 Bland-Altman analysis for assessment of agreement for HR estimates 
measured by ECG and Pulse (finger sensor) for a sampling frequency of 100 Hz 

ECG-Pulse HR estimates   Fs = 100 Hz 

Bias, bpm   -0.1 

Upper limit of agreement, bpm   0.38 

Lower limit of agreement, bpm   -0.58 

bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HR, Heart 
rate. 
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Fig. 55 Bland-Altman plots for HR estimates obtained by ECG and Pulse (finger 
sensor) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz; bpm, Beats per minute, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, SD, Standard deviation. 

c. Heart rate variability measure LF/HF 

4.7.1.c.1 Descriptive statistics 

Mean and standard deviation of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG and 

Pulse (finger sensor) for a Fs 100 Hz are displayed in Table 25. 

Table 25 Mean and standard deviation of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
and Pulse (finger sensor) for a sampling frequency of 100 Hz  

   ECG  Pulse 

          LF/HF (Fs = 100 Hz)   1.302 ± 1.225  1.131 ± 1.065 

ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High frequency, LF, Low 
frequency. 
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4.7.1.c.2 Correlation 

Pearson correlation coefficient for the ECG and Pulse short-term HRV measure 

LF/HF at a Fs of 100 Hz was r = 0.92 with a significance level of p < 0.0001. 

4.7.1.c.3 Bland-Altman analysis 

Bland-Altman analysis for assessing agreement between the two methods ECG 

and Pulse (finger sensor) for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF showed a good clinical 

agreement for Fs of 100 Hz (Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). Bias (mean), 

upper and lower limits of agreement without and with manual editing of the detected 

heartbeat locations are shown in Table 26. 

 

Table 26 Bland-Altman analysis for assessment of agreement for the short-term HRV 
measure LF/HF measured by ECG and Pulse (finger sensor) for a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz  

LF/HF ECG-Pulse   Fs = 100 Hz 

Bias   0.38 

Upper limit of agreement   2.40 

Lower limit of agreement   -1.64 

ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High frequency, HR, Heart rate, 
LF, Low frequency. 
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Fig. 56 Bland-Altman plots for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF obtained by 
ECG and Pulse (finger sensor) at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz; ECG, 
Electrocardiography, HF, High frequency, LF, Low frequency, SD, Standard deviation. 

 

d. Graphical comparison of ECG and Pulse LF/HF  

 

Fig. 57 shows the graphical comparison between LF/HF values for ECG and Pulse 

(finger sensor) at a Fs 100 Hz for all 61 subjects. Pulse LF/HF corresponds ECG LF/HF very 

closely.  
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Fig. 57 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and Pulse (finger sensor) (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 100 
Hz for all 61 subjects; ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

Fig. 58 shows the short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values for ECG and 

Pulse (finger sensor) at Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects. Deviation values are computed 

by taking the absolute value of the reference (ECG LF/HF) and the measurement (Pulse 

LF/HF). Note that for 57 LF/HF values the deviation values were below 0.5.  Descriptive 

statistics mean, SD, median, max. and min. 0.20, 0.48, 0.06, 3.59 and 0.002 respectively. 

Fig. 58 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values for ECG and Pulse (finger 
sensor) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects; ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling 
frequency, HF, High frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency. 
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Fig. 59 shows the short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error for ECG and 

Pulse (finger sensor) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects. Descriptive statistics mean, SD, 

median, max. and min. are 14.20, 197.77, 6.73, 0.21 and 27.33 respectively. 

Fig. 59 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error for ECG and Pulse (finger 
sensor) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects; ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling 
frequency, HF, High frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency. 

4.7.2 TigerPlace BCG data heart rate variability analysis 

a. Graphical comparison of Pulse and BCG LF/HF  

Fig. 60 shows the graphical comparison between pulse LF/HF values and BCG 

LF/HF at a Fs 100 Hz for five-minute data recorded from four TigerPlace residents.  

Fig. 60 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for Pulse 
capture using a finger sensor (orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) 
at a Fs of 100 Hz for four TigerPlace residents without manual editing of the detected 
heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency, TP, TigerPlace. 
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Fig. 61 shows the short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values for Pulse and 

BCG at Fs of 100 Hz for four TigerPlace residents without manual editing of the detected 

heartbeat locations. Deviation values are computed by taking the absolute value of the 

reference (Pulse LF/HF) and the measurement (BCG LF/HF). Note that for all four LF/HF 

values the deviation was below 0.5.  Descriptive statistics mean, SD, median, max. and 

min 0.21, 0.20, 0.12, 0.50 and 0.07 respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig. 61 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF deviation values for Pulse and BCG at a Fs 
of 100 Hz for four TigerPlace residents without manual editing of the detected 
heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency, TP, TigerPlace. 
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Fig. 62 shows the short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error values for 

Pulse and BCG at Fs of 100 Hz for four TigerPlace residents without manual editing of 

the detected heartbeat locations. Descriptive statistics mean, SD, median, max. and min 

56.28, 35.67, 46.21, 107.41 and 25.31 respectively.  

 

Fig. 62 Short-term HRV measure LF/HF percentage error for Pulse and BCG at a 
Fs of 100 Hz for four TigerPlace residents without manual editing of the detected 
heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, e, LF/HF estimate, LF, Low frequency, TP, TigerPlace. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

A hydraulic bed sensor (HBS) has been installed for long-term in-home 

monitoring as part of a sensor network at TigerPlace, an independent living facility 

associated to the Center for Eldercare and Rehabilitation Technology (CERT) at the 

University of Missouri, Columbia. It operates using ballistocardiography (BCG) as 

measurement principle [2], which makes it suitable for unobtrusive sensing of vital signs 

like heart rate (HR) and respiration rate especially in elder care. 

As part of the ongoing research on parameters that could indicate functional 

decline and detect potential changes in health on older adults [6], heart rate variability 

(HRV) was found to be a promising and suitable parameter, as it is not only a well-

known prognostic factor in medicine as well as an early warning system and general 

health indicator [4, 5], but also based on beat-to-beat interval time series. For heartbeat 

detection, the HBS algorithm, is able to achieve a satisfactory 83.4 % accuracy, while for 

HR estimation a 96 % was reported in [111]. As HRV requires high accurate detection of 

beat-to-beat intervals, which are provided by electrocardiography (ECG) as gold 

standard, the existing BCG bed sensor solution needed to be significantly improved by 

increasing the number of accurate detected heartbeat intervals in order to implement 

an additional HRV feature. 

To improve the accuracy of the beat-to-beat intervals detection, a template 

matching technique was chosen as basis for the HBS algorithm presented in in this work, 

as template matching techniques are already used for accurate detection of heartbeats 
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on ECG signals. Published BCG heartbeat detection techniques based on template 

matching used different template modelling procedures: a manual selection of the BCG 

aggregates verified by an expert to extract a template [40], simultaneous recording of 

ECG signals using the R peak [46] and hierarchical clustering for the initial detection of 

the heartbeats as part of an adaptive heartbeat model [100]. However, manual 

template selection and ECG recording is not applicable for the HBS system, which does 

not incorporate a simultaneous ECG recording and requires automated and highly 

accurate beat-to-beat interval detection. The method presented in [100] shows a very 

interesting adaptive heartbeat modelling by processing a single BCG signal captured by a 

piezoelectric sensor placed under one bedpost of a standard consumer bed. As the HBS 

system is composed of four transducers, this model cannot be used for the processing of 

the four recorded BCG signals. The adaptive heartbeat detection method based on 

complete-link agglomerative clustering model [100] does not incorporate a measure of 

confidence that could be used in our HBS system for the required selection of one out of 

the four transducers.  

Considering the limitations of the techniques described above, the presented 

HBS BCG heartbeat detection algorithm uses the ability of the clustering approach 

presented in [111] to extract aggregates for the generation of a template and a 

template matching step using cross-correlation. Clustering was chosen since it is an 

unsupervised learning technique that does not need a training phase nor any prior 

knowledge about the morphology of the heartbeat waveforms, which makes it 

applicable for automated heartbeat detection [66, 100].  
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One of the critical factors in a template matching technique is the extraction of a 

representative template. When extracting an array of aggregates for the generation of 

the template, a BCG signal presents more challenges than an ECG signal. The BCG 

heartbeat segmentation is not a straightforward step, since no segments exist in the 

BCG signal where it decays to zero within the time frame of the heartbeat cycle. The 

template extraction process in this work rely in the heartbeat signal aggregates to 

determine the initial heartbeat locations for the generation of the template. To 

determine the intrinsic patterns “repeated patterns of heartbeats” on the BCG signal 

clustering combining k-means and fuzzy C-means (FCM) was used. K-means was chosen 

as the BCG amplitude-based features show ellipsoidal shaped clusters, which is suitable 

for k-means [151], and FCM was chosen assuming that beat-to-beat intervals of a 

regular heart rhythm have quite similar lengths and the degree of belonging can be used 

for refinement of the k-means heartbeat detections [111]. Considering that the IJK 

complex of BCG signals look similar between the BCG heartbeats, the presented 

algorithm uses only the segments containing IJK complexes for template extraction since 

the waves surrounding the IJK complex may likely be mechanical resonances of the body 

combined with the water inside the hydraulic transducers and mattress underdamping. 

This new approach delivers more accurate beat-to-beat intervals and heartbeat 

detection as template matching is performed with a more representative template. The 

difference of the mean beat-to-beat intervals between the ECG and BCG for the sixty 

one five-minute recordings was found to be 0.99 ms with the presented HBS algorithm 

for a sampling frequency (Fs) of 2 kHz, which was the Fs of the conducted clinical study, 
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and 0.60 ms for a Fs of 100 Hz, which is the operating Fs of the HBS system, compared 

to actual literature results of 7.09 ms [84], 13 ms [100], and 16.61 [66], note that these 

results were reported for overnight recordings of about 6 - 7 hours. 

As the HBS system is composed of four transducers delivering four different BCG 

signals, the transducer with the best BCG signal (well defined J-peaks) has to be selected 

for reliable computation of HRV measures. For automated selection of the transducers, 

the use of the normalized correlation (nC) values was especially helpful since they 

provided a measure of similarity between the template and each individual heartbeat 

that in turn gave an indirect indication of how similar they were among each other. The 

automated transducer selection was verified on all the 61 study recordings. BCG beat-

to-beat time series were visually compared to their corresponding ECG RR time series 

reference. A number of n = 49 of the BCG time series were found to be correct at a Fs of 

2 kHz, which reflects 80.3% accuracy of the automated transducer selection. When Fs 

was downsampled to 100 Hz accuracy decreased to 73.8 % (n = 45 correct transducer 

selections). 

Downsampling of Fs from 2 kHz to 100 Hz resulted in a decreased number of 

false and missed heartbeat detections. This is related to the selection of the window size 

used for the windowed peak-to-peak deviation method (WPPDM) [1] for the one-

heartbeat segmentation process during the template matching. The size was 

determined empirically for the Fs of 2 kHz so that the number of LP-WPPD spurious 

peaks were reduced, since spurious peaks introduce errors during the one-heartbeat 

segmentation. Based on the results for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF computed 
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using BCG, in most of the cases, it is sufficient for spectral analysis to use data with 

sampling frequency of 100 Hz in comparison to 2 kHz, results presented by [133] 

support the use of lower sampling rates for ECG recording however it recommends to 

look carefully to the cases in which there is a pathologically decreased variability of RR 

intervals, since frequency-domain HRV measures could be influenced by low ECG 

sampling frequencies. 

A paired t-test was run on a sample of 61 five-minute recordings to determine 

whether there was a statistically significant mean difference between the estimates 

(beat-to-beat intervals, HR and short-term HRV LF/HF) obtained at a certain Fs (2 kHz, 

200 Hz and 100 Hz) using BCG compared to ECG. The test showed that there is a bias 

(offset with respect to ECG) for beat-to-beat interval estimates recorded at Fs of 2 kHz 

by ECG (919.821 ± 116.809 ms) compared to BCG (918.832 ± 117.385 ms), which is a 

statistically significant, the bias was 0. .989 ms (95% CI, 0.230 to 1.748) ms, t(60) = 

2.607, p < 0.05. Table 18, also shows a statistical significant bias of 0.767 ms (95% CI, 

0.141 to 1.394) ms, t(60) = 2.449, p <0 .05 for RR ECG @2kHz and  JJ BCG @200Hz; and a 

statistical significant bias of 0.601 ms (95% CI, 0.097 to 1.104) ms, t(60) = 2.385, p < .05 

for RR ECG @2kHz and JJ BCG @100Hz. 

A statistically significant bias was verified to be small for the rest of the pairs, 

especially considering that HR and short-term HRV LF/HF have a large range of values 

for healthy individuals [152].   

For the specific case of short-term HRV LF/HF, from Table 18, the mean 

differences are relatively small when compared to each other. For example, when LF/HF 
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ECG at a Fs of 2 kHz (0.289 ± 1.065), was compared to the LF/HF BCG at a Fs of 200 Hz 

(0.355 ± 1.071), and LF/HF BCG at a Fs of 100 Hz (0.381 ± 1.031), the BCG estimate 

obtained at a Fs of 200 Hz (0.355) showed a slightly difference compared to the 

estimate obtained at a Fs of 100 Hz (0.381). In turn, the BCG estimate obtained at a Fs of 

100 Hz (0.381) showed a small difference compared to the BCG estimate (0.289) 

obtained at a Fs of 2 kHz. Bland Altman analysis (Table 17) showed excellent agreement 

for the beat-to-beat intervals and HRat all combination of Fs’s; and good agreement for 

the LF/HF estimates. Pearson correlation coefficient (Table 16) showed a very strong 

linear correlation for the beat-to-beat intervals and HR; and strong correlation for all -

LF/HF. Estimates computed at a Fs of 200 do not exhibit considerable differences over 

the estimates computed at a Fs of 100 when compared to the ECG. This suggests the use 

of a Fs of 100 Hz over Fs of 2kHz and Fs of 200 Hz, since having a low Fs decreases the 

computation time, storage size, etc. For LF/HF at a Fs of 100 Hz, Table 18 shows that 

there is a statistical significant bias of 0.381 (95% CI, 0.117 to 0.645), t(60) = 2.889, p < 

0.05 for LF/HF ECG @2kHz and LF/HF BCG @100Hz. 

When manual editing was needed the use of the normalized correlation (nC) 

values was especially helpful. Most of the erroneous heartbeat detections had lower nC 

values when compared to the adjacent nC values. Results for the short-term HRV 

measure LF/HF after manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations, as it is 

recommended by the HRV guidelines [132] did not show significant difference 

compared to the LF/HF values which were directly derived (automated approach) from 

the beat-to-beat time series generated by the proposed heartbeat detection approach.    
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Compared to ECG signals BCG signals are more sensitive to motion and 

respiration artifacts, which makes accurate heartbeat detection more challenging. 

Respiration produces quite significant BCG amplitude wave variations usually five or ten 

times greater than for a typical ECG. Sensitivity for motion and respiration can therefore 

be considered as a limitation of BCG as a measure principle in general rather than a 

limitation of the proposed method, which however showed a very high accuracy of 99.9 

% correct heartbeat detection compared to ECG. Another factor, which could influence 

the quality of BCG signals, is the body mass index (BMI), which is body weight in kg 

divided by the square of body height in meter, expressed in kg/m2. Statistical analysis 

using independent samples t-test for the two groups with normal (> 18.5 and < 25 

kg/m2; n = 31, 50.8 %) and abnormal BMI (< 18.5 and > 25 kg/m2; n = 31, 49.2 %) 

revealed no significant influence of BMI for LF/HF values but showed a clear trend (p = 

0.069). Six out of 61 subjects (9.8 %) of the study population showed consistently a 

significant deviation of their BCG LF/HF value at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz compared to 

ECG. All these subjects had an abnormal BMI. Influence of BMI is not surprising as 

weight as a mechanical force has an impact on the BCG signal, which is mechanical in 

nature, by damping or increasing the body vibrations of the heartbeat. 

The percentage error for the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for the ECG and 

BCG computed for the 61 subjects (without manual editing) using the signal sampled at 

Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz showed an average value of 32 %, which may seem large; but 

looking to the deviation between the ECG and BCG LF/HF values for the 61 subjects, 

about 42 recordings (Fs = 2 kHz) and 47 (Fs = 100 Hz) showed a deviation smaller than 
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0.5. Considering the range expected for the absolute values for the short-term HRV 

measure LF/HF for healthy adults lies between 1.1 and 11.6 [140], having a deviation of 

less than 0.5 with respect to the reference can be considered acceptable. 

The proposed BCG HBS heartbeat detection algorithm was evaluated in a clinical 

study with 61 volunteers with ECG as reference as it is the gold standard for HRV 

analysis. Statistical analysis showed no significant differences for both measurement 

methods ECG and BCG and both Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz, respectively. Results showed 

that in terms of number of detected heartbeats windowed peak to peak deviation 

(WPPDM) and clustering approach with template matching (CA + TM) algorithms 

performed considerable better than CA; which make them suitable for HRV analysis, as 

they provided a better representation of the beat-to beat time series. However when CA 

+ TM was compared to the WPPDM heartbeat detection algorithm did not show 

significant differences for the beat-to-beat intervals, but perform considerably better for 

the estimation of LF/HF.  

Results also showed high correlation for beat-to-beat intervals and HR estimates 

and a good correlation for LF/HF between ECG and BCG measurements for both Fs of 2 

kHz and 100 Hz. Bland-Altman analysis is the recommended statistical method for 

assessing agreement between two methods of clinical measurement. It showed a good 

agreement for both measurement methods ECG and BCG at both Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz 

for beat-to-beat intervals, HR, and LF/HF with and without manual editing of the 

detected heartbeat locations as recommended in the HRV guidelines [132]. Thus, short-

term LF/HF values can be obtained by the improved BCG HBS algorithm at the operating 
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Fs of 100 Hz. LF/HF values based on BCG recordings at a Fs of 100 Hz and automated 

computation of beat-to-beat intervals by the proposed HBS algorithm provide enough 

reliable information to be used for daily in-home monitoring, since they correspond to 

ECG LF/HF values in more than 90 %.  

 The improved HBS heartbeat detection algorithm and HRV feature were also 

tested for the HR estimation and HRV analysis using five-minute BCG data collected 

from four senior residents at their TigerPlace apartments using a pulse finger as ground 

truth. Results showed overall improvement on the HR estimation percentage and beats 

per minute error over the CA, and deviation values smaller than 0.5 for the short-term 

BCG LF/HF for three of the subjects when compared to the pulse LF/HF used as ground 

truth. Based on these preliminary results and the results obtained from the data 

collected in the laboratory, BCG based short-term LF/HF can be reliably estimated using 

the HBS improved algorithm and taken as an unobtrusive reliable prognostic factor and 

general health indicator for in-home monitoring, especially in elder care.  
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Implementing a clustering approach for template extraction for a template 

matching process into the existing hydraulic BCG bed sensor algorithm significantly 

improved the heartbeat detection accuracy from 83.4 % to 99.9 %. Bland-Altman 

analysis for assessing agreement for the two measurement methods ECG and BCG 

showed good agreement for beat-to-beat intervals, HR, and for the short-term HRV 

measure LF/HF. As BCG LF/HF values correspond to ECG LF/HF values in more than 90 %, 

the proposed improved BCG HBS algorithm could now be used for daily in-home 

monitoring of short-term HRV, a well-known prognostic factor in medicine and an early 

warning system and general health indicator. 

Further real-world studies have to show the potential of daily automated BCG 

based short-term HRV measurements to track the changes of health status over time, 

especially in elder care. The improved hydraulic BCG bed sensor algorithm with its high 

accuracy of detected beat-to-beat intervals needed for HRV analysis provides the 

optimal basis for it.  
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APPENDIX A 

A. Graphical comparison based on deviation of ECG and BCG LF/HF  

Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2 show the graphical comparison between LF/HF values for 

ECG and BCG at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for all 61 subjects based on the deviation value 

starting from smallest to largest. No manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations 

was performed. Deviation values less than 0.5 were registered for all the participants 

showed in Fig. A.1 / Fig. A.2 up to subject # 1055/subject # 1043 (42/47 in total).     

Fig. A.1 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 2 kHz for all 61 
subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

Fig. A.2 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 
subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
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Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4 show the graphical comparison between LF/HF values for 

ECG and BCG at a Fs of 2 kHz and 100 Hz for all 61 subjects with manual editing of the 

detected heartbeat locations. Deviation values less than 0.5 were registered for all the 

participants showed in Fig. A.3 / Fig. A.4 up to subject # 1006/subject # 1047 (46/49 in 

total).     

 

Fig. A.3 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 2 kHz for all 61 
subjects with manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 

Fig. A.4 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve, solid line) and BCG (blue curve, double line) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 
subjects with manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High 
frequency, LF, Low frequency. 
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APPENDIX B 

B. Tachograms, power spectrum, and histograms plots for subject # 1015 

Subject # 1015 showed a large LF/HF deviation with respect to the ground truth. 

Errors in the heartbeat detection due to attenuation of the BCG signal were mainly the 

cause. ECG and BCG tachograms were generated for Fs of 2 kHz (Fig. B.1) and 100 Hz 

(Fig. B.2), which were used for computing the corresponding power spectrum plots (Fig. 

B.4 and Fig. B.5). In addition, histograms were generated for both sampling frequencies 

(Fig. B.7 and Fig. B.8). 

 Fig. B.3, Fig. B.6 and Fig. B.9 illustrate the results obtained for the BCG 

heartbeat detection using the WPPDM algorithm proposed in [1] at Fs = 100 Hz. 

Tachograms generated using this technique showed significantly large differences when 

compared to the ground truth and the CA + TM heartbeat detection algorithm. Same as 

power spectrum and histograms plots. 
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Fig. B.1 Tachograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
2 kHz of subject # 1015 using CA + template matching; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, 
Clustering approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching.  

 
 

Fig. B.2 Tachograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz of subject # 1015 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 
approach, ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 
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Fig. B.3 Tachograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz of subject # 1015 using the windowed-peak-to-peak deviation method (WPPDM) 
[1]; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography. 
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Fig. B.4 Power spectrum plots for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling 
frequency of 2 kHz of subject # 1015 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, 
Clustering approach; ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 

Fig. B.5 Power spectrum plots for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling 
frequency of 100 Hz of subject # 1015 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, 
Clustering approach; ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 
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Fig. B.6 Power spectrum plots for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling 
frequency of 100 Hz of subject # 1015 using the windowed-peak-to-peak deviation 
method (WPPDM) [1]; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography. 
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Fig. B.7 Histograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
2 kHz of subject # 1015 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 
approach; ECG, Electrocardiography, TM , Template matching. 

Fig. B.8 Histograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz of subject # 1015 using CA + TM; BCG, Ballistocardiography, CA, Clustering 
approach; ECG, Electrocardiography, TM, Template matching. 
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Fig. B.9 Histograms for ECG and the four BCG signals at a sampling frequency of 

100 Hz of subject # 1015 1015 using the windowed-peak-to-peak deviation method 
(WPPDM) [1]; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography. 
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APPENDIX C 

C. Graphical comparison of other short-term time and frequency domain HRV 

measures 

 Fig. C.1 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure average RR (NN) 
interval for ECG (orange curve) and JJ interval BCG (blue curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 
61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, 
Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, NN, normal-to 
normal interval. 

 

Fig. C.2 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure SDRR (SDNN) for 
ECG (orange curve) and BCG (blue curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without 
manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, NN, normal-to normal interval, SDRR, 
Standard deviation of all NN (normal RR) intervals, NN, normal-to normal interval. 
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Fig. C.3 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure RMSSD for ECG 
(orange curve) and BCG (blue curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual 
editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, RMSSD, Square root of the mean of the 
sum of the squares of differences between adjacent RR (NN) intervals, NN, normal-to 
normal interval. 

 

Fig. C.4 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure pRR50 for ECG 
(orange curve) and BCG (blue curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual 
editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, pRR50, NN50 count divided by the total 
number of all NN intervals, NN50, Number of pairs of adjacent NN intervals differing by 
more than 50 ms. in the entire recording. Three variants are possible counting all such 
NN intervals pairs or only pairs in which the first or the second interval is longer, NN, 
normal-to normal interval. 
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Fig. C.5 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure five-minute total 
power (TP) (Approximately ≤ 0.4 Hz) for ECG (orange curve) and BCG (blue curve) at a Fs 
of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected heartbeat locations; 
BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency. 

 

 

Fig. C.6 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure five-minute power 
in the low frequency (LF) range 0.04 – 0.15 Hz for ECG (orange curve) and BCG (blue 
curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected 
heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling 
frequency, LF, low frequency. 
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Fig. C.7 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure five-minute power 
in the high frequency (HF) range 0.15 – 0.4 Hz for ECG (orange curve) and BCG (blue 
curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual editing of the detected 
heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling 
frequency, HF, high frequency. 

 

Fig. C.8 Graphical comparison of the short-term HRV measure LF/HF for ECG 
(orange curve) and BCG (blue curve) at a Fs of 100 Hz for all 61 subjects without manual 
editing of the detected heartbeat locations; BCG, Ballistocardiography, ECG, 
Electrocardiography, Fs, Sampling frequency, HF, High frequency, LF, Low frequency. 
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